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WHEATSTONE D-9 Audio Control Surface
at WPEC-TV, West Palm Beach, Florida

Hands ON or Hands OFF,

Wheatstone TV Gets the Job Done
ALL Wheatstone D -Series digital audio control surfaces have traditional
layouts, making them operator friendly-no long learning curve required.
From our smaller D-7 through the D-9, D-10 and feature -rich D-12, right on
up to our D-5.1 master audio control console, all Wheatstone networked
audio control surfaces are also AUTOMATION
READY, giving you the best of both worlds.

Choose Wheatstone digital for your
television audio solutions!

VV

D-5.1 Master Control

copyright() 2008 by Wheatstone Corporation te/ 252-638-7000 www.wheatstone.com/tvconsoles.html sales@wheatstone.com
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The UTAH -400 Router Gives You

The Power

When you get your hands on a UTAH
the routing power you'll ever need. -400, you've got all
The Utah Scientific family of routers is so powerful, with
so many frame choices, you can build the perfect sized system for your application and budget.
Power at hand for as many signals as you want, in whatever
formats ou throw at it, up to and including
3-Gb data rates, and internal conversion on inputs and
outputs as needed.
Yet the real power is in the reliability. With multiple redundancy
options, round-the-clock support, and the
best warranty in the business, you can't get a more solid system.
On the other hand, it's also flexible, expandable, and affordable.
Contact us today and we'll spec a UTAH -400
that's just right for you.
Note: while the UTAH -400 offers

more power to broadcasters, as an extra bonus, it
actually consumes 25% less energy than similar systems,
providing cooler, deaner, and less -expensive operation.

The Best In The Business

www.utahscientific.com

Utah Scientific
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You told us we need to change.
You got our attention.
Avid® NewsCutter® Nitris® DX

We're shaking things up - starting with better online support, a more engaging online
community, and new software pricing. A new way of thinking. A new way of doing business.

See for yourself at Avid.com/NewThinkingBE.
© 2008 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Avid, NewsCutter, and Ntiris are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. or its
subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries.
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even twins have their own personalities.

the beauty of P2 HD in two new han

ag

Like twins, Panasonic's new AG-HPX170 and AG-HVX200A full production

quality P2 HD handheld camcorders are as alike as they are different. They

both offer a 13X Leica Dicomar zoom lens; 1080i/p and 720p and 4:2:2
independent -frame recording; variable frame rates; a new, advanced 3-CCD

progressive imager with spectacular quality; and the reliability and flexibility
of a fast, file -based workflow.
Why might you prefer one over the other? The HVX200A features a DV

tape drive in addition to two P2 card slots, allowing you to move easily
from SD to HD and from tape to solid-state. If you have already transitioned

11 variable frame rates

20 variable frame rates

high -end features, including HD -SDI, metadata input, Dynamic Range

4.2mm - 55mm

3.9mm - 51mm

Stretch and a 5 -year limited warranty (upon product registration).

Lightweight - 5.5 lbs

Lightweight - 4.2 lbs

3.5" flip -out LCD

WaveformNectorscope

21 HD and SD formats

3 focus assist functions

to a solid-state file -based workflow, the two -slot HPX170 offers additional

The HVX200A and HPX170. Distinctly different, yet uniquely alike.

Learn more at www.panasonic.com/p2hd.

when it counts
© 2008 Panasonic Broadcast

Panasonic ideas for life
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ON THE COVER:
During the Beijing Summer Olympics, NBC produced HD
content and more than 2200 hours of streaming programs,
accomplished primarily by a U.S.-based staff. Cover created
by art director Robin Metheny. Photo courtesy Craig Norris,
Alkira Technologies.

SPORTS

H D wireless

Free Space Optics

NEW,

transmission
Canobeam DT -150 HD wireless (infrared) transmission,

used from a remote location, adds HD flexibility to your
broadcast. Canobeam DT -150 HD transmits with

No compression, No delay.
ENTERTAINMENT
No license required; sets up fast and easy for permanent or
temporary installations.
Canon's exclusive Auto -Tracking function for rock -solid connections.

Bi-Directional (point to point) HD and SD transmission from
20 meters - 1 km.

Housing designed for outdoor or indoor installations.
SFP (Small Form Pluggable) Single Mode Fiber Interface.
Operating Temperature: -20C to +50C. Compact and
lightweight: 8kg (17.6 lbs.)

DT -150 HD

CAN OBEAnn
www.canonbroadcast.corn
BCTV@cusa.canon.com
1-800-321-4388 (Canada: 905-795-2012)
02008 Canon U.S.A., Inc. All rights reserved. Canonds a registered trademark of Canon Inc. in he United States onc
may also be a registered trademark or trademanc in other countries. IMAGEANYWARE is a trademark of Canon

snellwilcox.com/sinclair

When you're responsible for
the transition to HD news at
one of the country's largest
TV station groups, you need
to ensure seamless integration

of SD and HD material. That's

why Sinclair's Mark Nadeau
put Kahuna'" at the heart of
his HD transition strategy.
Kahuna combines unmatched
switcher and DVE power with
FormatFusion , a revolutionary

Snell & Wilcox technology
that enables the seamless

integration of SD material, such
as graphics, camera feeds and
archives into HD productions.
All without the video delay and
cost associated with external
converters.

To find out why Sinclair
chose Kahuna, visit
snellwilcox.com/sinclair

© 2008 Snell & Wilcox Limited
Snell & Wilcox, Kahuna, Format Fusion
and Putting Pictures to Work are
trademarks of the Snell & Wilcox Group.

MARK NADEAU, SENIOR DIRECTOR
SINCLAIR BROADCAST GROUP

SINCLAIR BROADCAST GROUP STANDARDIZES ON
KAHUNA FOR MOVE TO HD NEWS PRODUCTION

Putting Pictures to Work SNELL & WILCO(

EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT

IBC was great,

minus the travel
After enduring a 22 -hour, door-to-door travel
time getting home from IBC, I'm ready to endorse children -free airplanes. I was unfortunate enough to encounter several of the most
ignorant, selfish parents with small children in all my years
of flying.

In both legs of my return flight, there were multiple
3 -year -old -something's who were allowed to totally disrupt the flights with their screeching, screaming behavior.
I watched (and was forced to listen) as these acoustic ter-

rorists held all of us passengers hostage, in one case for
nine hours. No one, including the kids' parents, worked to
temper the behavior of these obnoxious brats.

Now, having established that the maximum distance
available in one of these flying closets is 120ft (at least in
a Boeing 747), I'm here to propose a new air travel standard be established. This new standard would help return
airline travel to the days of yore, where men were men,
women were women and most importantly, children did
not fly.

I hereby propose that all children, their parents, guardians, grandparents or other caretakers, shepherds, herders, whatever, be required to sit in the rear most seats of
any plane. In addition, there should be erected an acoustic barrier between those seats and the rest of humanity
forced to share the same limited space in that aluminum
tube called an airplane.
Now I don't want you to think that I'm pinning all of flying's discomforts on the existence of children. If I buy an
airline ticket and the guy seated next to me weighs 4001bs,
he's going to overlap into my space. If that happens, I have
every right to demand a new, full-sized seat. I'm merely
maintaining that the same guideline should apply when
it comes to noise. When another person's obnoxiousness
intrudes into my space, we have an issue.
And it's not just child noise that I'm against. There's talk
about making it so people can use their cell phones during
flights as well. One poll by the National Consumer League
said that 79 percent of airline travelers are for keeping the
ban on cell phone use on planes. Professionals simply don't
want to put up with the noise. And I'd say that screaming,
misbehaving, unruly kids create no less of a disturbance.
Now before you think of me as some inexperienced,
childless person, let me set the record straight. I raised

three children - two of them as a single parent. I well
understand the challenge, but children can be taught to
As any seasoned traveler will attest, traveling isn't what

it used to be. Not that I ever knew "what it used to be,"
mind you. I didn't fly on a 747 until I was, well, almost as
old as I am now. So, I don't have experience with the days
of refined travel. But, I'm told that travel used to be luxurious and pleasurable. Today, travel is everything but that.
I recently watched a Discovery program about the Boeing
747 aircraft. The takeaway point for me was that the interior

behave.
Perhaps we could ban kids who can't behave themselves

(and the parents who refuse to make them behave) to the
airplane's cargo hold. Heck, the kids will probably love it because they can play with the other animals kept there.
BE

space of the plane - where they stuff us passengers - is
longer than the Wright brothers' first powered flight.

Think about that. On Dec. 17, 1903, these guys flew
the world's first powered, heavier-than-air machine only
120ft. That's less distance than you might walk from your
seat to the galley in the back of a large aircraft.
12
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EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Tell me what you think at
http://community.broadcastengineering.com/forums/80.aspx

Rethink

playout with rich graphics

With Xchannel, you can combine multi -channel, IT -based playout with the richest
graphics. So there's no need to sacrifice the look of new channels as you move to more

streamlined playout. Xchannel also integrates with your existing station automation,
allowing extra channels to be added without replacing existing investment. The highest

level of playout integration, without limitations. It's time to rethink what's possible.

Rethink what's possible

www.miranda.com/xchannel

FEEDBACK
DEPARTMENT

YouTube? Correct me if I'm wrong, but
I thought advertisers wanted viewers to

watch their ads, and networks wanted
people to watch their shows. Had I not

been sitting in front of the machine
and restarted it, I would again have lost

between 25 percent and 90 percent of
"The Late Late Show?'
During the eight -minute break

of Fox's Sept. 29 broadcast of "The
Terminator," another such flagged ad
aborted that show's recording. (As I
wasn't watching through the DVR, I
didn't see the error message. So, the
commercial culprit remains at large.)
Folks, please rethink this position.
If viewers cannot timeshift your pro-

grams, they won't watch them. Or,
we'll use our trusty, flag -oblivious
VCRs for several more years. (TiVo,
are you listening?)
Janis Keating

Recycling
Dear editor:

TP andTS files

Your "Recycling" column in the September issue really hit home. I've
been having some hardware issues, and I wanted to do just what that guy in
the cartoon was doing.
Anyway, there are quite a few e -waste collectors that will pick up large

Dear editor:
I was reading your "Understanding

hardware (computers, monitors, VCRs, hard drives, etc.) for free, if you have

enough to make it worth their while. It doesn't take that much because,
with clever scheduling, they make several stops in your area to fill their
truck. Some places will even pay you for your trashed electronics.
I use eWaste Center in Commerce, CA (www.ewastecenter.com). I have
three SGI monitors that I am giving them, only because the cable interface
is obsolete. What I've found is that it's nice to get rid of the stuff, and it actually makes me feel better knowing the e -waste collectors will use a lot of the
components as opposed to just chucking them all into a landfill.
Richard Malzahn
Perpetual Motion Pictures

TiVo, are you listening?
Dear editor:
Television

networks

complain

they're losing viewers to cable. Advertisers complain people aren't
watching their spots. Yet both of them
are promoting and/or using a technological "time bomb" designed to make
both situations worse.

The "bomb?" Broadcast flags that

doubt), perhaps a small loophole exists that allows flag use in commercial
messages. However, when one uses a
programmed timer, the outcome is the
same; when the DVR receives the flag
signal, recording stops, and the desired
program is lost.
On the morning of Oct. 1, I discovered an ad for a septic tank chemical was
one of the "culprits" that's been disrupt-

stop DVR recordings. Although a court
decision prohibits flag use in television

ing my recordings of CBS' "The Late

programs (an appeal's on the way, no

firm worried it will be lampooned on

14

Late Show?' Copyright protected? Is the
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muxing" article in the August issue,
and your explanation of the difference between Program Stream (PS)
and Transport Stream (TS) was good.
I have a question: Is there any difference between TP and TS files? Many
software programs seem to use them
interchangeably.
Rick Schwamb
IT manager
Flanner's Home Entertainment

Aldo Cugnini responds:
Unfortunately, there is no real standard for file suffix naming. In general,

there is no difference between TP
and TS files. They also show up as
M2TS and even MPG files. What really matters is the file header, which

should be the same for all of these.
To be exact, none of these is a stream
either, which only exists as the file is
being played out, or is being encoded
and output in real time.
BE

Test Your Knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question
of the month on page 6.
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A Multi -Format Switcher Good Enough To Be Called Ikegami.
"The Ikegami HSS-300 provided exactly
what we needed for our productions
at a reasonable price. We love the
flexibility that it gives us. For HD concerts
or small -studio shoots, it is the perfect

combination of size and power."
Marvin Williams, Director of Engineering,
Manhattan Center Studios

The New HSS-300 Compact Switcher.
Manhattan Center Studios (MCS) purchased
Ikegami's new HD/SD compact switcher to handle
events that have multiple audio and video input
sources. Their HSS-300 features 24 inputs and 12
outputs as well as two mix/effects (M/E) buses, with
a two -channel DVE built into each M/E for basic
programmable effects. A version with 16 inputs,

8 outputs, and 1 M/E is also available. Additional
features include: color correction, hot swappable
modules, redundant power, sync generator and
AVDL facility, dual network capability, a 6.5 -inch
LCD touch screen for set.ip, and more. PGM/PST or
A/B Bus type consoles and optional RAM recorder
also available.

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc. 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607
East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (310) 297-1900 Southeast: (954) 735-2203
Southwest: (972) 869-2363 Midwest: (630) 834-9774 www.ikegami.com

Ikegami
Tapeless Wireless Seamless

DOWNLOAD
BEYONDTHE HEADLINES

Pandora's box
Will mass personalization change the way
we consume entertainment?
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIFR

0

the

broadcasting- first radio

The Internet Protocol has created
a new means by which communica-

then TV - transformed

tions is facilitated - from the one-

ily book case? Remember the joys
of searching through those printed
pages for information that was out-

the media landscape, pro-

on-one intimacy of e-mail to the mass
appeal of services that can be accessed
virtually anywhere on this planet. IP
can support the few -to -many culture

of-date by the time it was printed?
According to the online encyclopedia Wikipedia, "in Greek mythology,
`Pandora's box' is the large jar carried

ver

past

century,

viding what many consider to be the
most efficient means by which to deliver entertainment, information and
commercials to the masses.

No other medium has demonstrated the ability to reach large audiences
with the efficiency and effectiveness of

There are two letters that the traditional
media conglomerates have come to fear and
are now reluctantly beginning to embrace: IP.

broadcasting. But this has come at a
very high price for society. Mass media

has created a homogeneous pop culture where consumers are constantly
barraged with messages that seek to
classify us in terms of demographic
groups rather than as individuals.
The overall noise level is so loud
and annoying that individuals are opting out of the mass media to focus on
what they enjoy, what they want and
what they really need. In this there are
two letters that the traditional media
conglomerates have come to fear and
are now reluctantly beginning to embrace: IP.

of broadcasting, the many -to -many
culture of social networking and the
ability to deliver an optimized experience for an individual.
Broadcasting, on the other hand,
is efficient, but impersonal. IP now
threatens to open up Pandora's box
with massive personalization of the
entertainment experience.

All the evils of mankind
Remember when an encyclopedia
took up several shelves in the fam-

by Pandora that contained all the evils

of mankind - greed, vanity, slander,
lying, envy, pining - and hope?'
It is not much of a stretch to think
of the radio in your car or the TV in
the family room as Pandora's box.
Turn it on, and you will be confronted

with all the evils of mankind - and a
barrage of advertising messages, most
of which must be intended for someone else ... You are just a demographic, not an individual. Broadcasting is

impersonal and sensational - the
harbinger of mass culture.

FRAM E GRAB

A look at the issues driving today's technology

Mobile TV and video subscription revenue increasing
By 2012, mobile video/TV subscription revenue to pass $14 million
15 -

$14

12

9

ing individuals with access to all that is

6

$3.5
3

0

2006

2012

Year
Source: Multimedia Intelligence
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It certainly has and will continue
to have a place among all of the media that are available to the masses.
The important question to ask at this
juncture is whether it will be complemented by highly personalized media
or replaced by it.
One could also claim that the Internet has opened Pandora's box, provid-

broadcastengineering.com I October 2008

www.multimediaintelligence.com

good and bad about mankind. We are
exposed to spam, viruses, pop-up ads
and just about every possible opinion
on any issue. To enjoy the many benefits of this new medium, we must filter
out the noise and decide what we will
let in and what we will tell the world
about ourselves. Sharing a little information can pay rich rewards in terms

Now available in software!

Dolby®Media Meter is powerful new software that
accurately measures program loudness just as viewers subjectively
experience it. Well suited to the needs of both broadcast and post production facilities, it's an ideal tool for program -creation and quality control applications, and perfect for optimizing broadcast, packaged
media, VOD, and game media.
Dolby Media Meter can be easily integrated into Mac® and Windows®

platforms for use at any point along the broadcast chain-providing a
level of versatility previously unavailable. It's based upon technologies
already proven in the award -winning DP600 Program Optimizer.
Use it as a stand-alone application or as a plug-in with audio workstations
performing either real-time or file -based loudness measurement.

If you're looking for a software application for loudness measurement,
Dolby Media Meter is the cost-effective choice at $795 (MSRP).

Dolby and the double -D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Dialogue Intelligence is
a trademark of Dolby Laboratories. All other trademarks remain the property of their respective owners.
© 2008 Dolby Laboratories, Inc. All rights reserved. 508/19941

Dolby Media Meter Features
Dialogue Intelligence- technology
ITU-R B5.1770-1 algorithm
Loudness measurement and logging
MAC/WINDOWS

Stand-alone application for
file -based measurement
Digidesign* RTAS plug-in for
real-time measurement
Digidesign AudioSuite plug-in for
file -based

measurement

MAC OS'

Minnetonka AudioTools- AWE
plug-in for file -based measurement

Find more information on Dolby
Media Meter at dolby.com/dmm.

DOWNLOAD
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of finding what we are looking for, but
only if we trust the service with which
we share that information.

The personalized IP experience is
entirely dependent on our willingness to tell a computer what we like
or want. It also relies on technology to

use this information to filter the vast

archives of Internet servers to find
what we want, or to allow a service to

push its content to us for consumption on -demand.
The notion of locally caching content is critical to the personalized IP

experience, not to mention the ability of broadcasters to create relation-

ships with individuals rather than
demographics. Broadcasters can push
content to local cache if they can convince consumers to subscribe or link
to this content.

TiVo has become a generic term,

not unlike Kleenex. The company
has enjoyed limited success selling

personal video recorders (PVRs) and
its customized guides and personalized media services. But the concept
of linking program guides to a digital video recorder has revolutionized
the multichannel television programming world of cable and DBS.
Here, personalisation is the responsibility of the individual to mark programs for recording. TiVo goes a step
further by recommending programs
based on what you already watch, and
the company is beginning to offer per-

but they will all tell you that the ideal

future is one in which their ads are
highly targeted to individuals, prefer-

ably those in the process of making
a buying decision about the advertised product. It's a small wonder that
Google has been able to create an advertising mecca on the Internet, with
search -driven ads.

The Music Genome Project

is watching.

Way back in 2000, a group of musicians and music -loving technologists
came together with the idea of creating the most comprehensive analysis
of music ever. They set out to capture
the essence of music at the most fundamental level, assembling literally hundreds of musical attributes or "genes"
into the Music Genome Project. Together these genes capture the unique
and magical musical identity of a song

Advertisers have put up with the
shotgun approach to TV advertising,

- everything from melody, harmony
and rhythm to instrumentation,

sonalization services for advertisers.

As the broadcast networks start
moving their content to the Internet,
they too are learning how to optimize
that content for individuals. The net
result is programs with fewer commercial interruptions and ads that are
better targeted to the individual that

DEDICATION
COMMITMENT
PERFORMANCE
Get out in front and stay there...
second place has never been an option.
ScheduALL is the industry's leader of
Enterprise Resource Management software
to the global broadcast and media market.

Schedu
Miami
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+1.954.334.5406
www.scheduall.com
London
Los Angeles
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Blackmagicdesign

I

The new DeckLink HD Extreme has SDI, HDMI and
analog connections for editing in SD, HD and 2K!
The new DeckLink HD Extreme is the world's most

Advanced Performance

advanced capture card! With a huge range of

Unlike FireWire, DeckLink HD Extreme has a 10 Gb/s PCI Express

video and audio connections, built in 3D LUTs and

connection for powerful HD real time effects in compressed or

the new 3 Gb/s SDI. Advanced editing systems for
Microsoft WindowsTM and Apple Mac OS XTM are

uncompressed video file formats. This 10 Gb/s connection gives you
more HD real time effects and you can take advantage of the 3 Gb/s
SDI and built in 3D LUTs to edit your feature films!

now even more affordable!

Connect to any Deck, Camera or Monitor

Microsoft Windows or Apple Mac OS X

DeckLink HD Extreme is the only capture card that features SDI, HDMI,
component analog, NTSC, PAL and S -Video for capture and playback
in SD, HD or 2K. Also included is 2 channels of XLR AES/EBU audio and
2 channels of balanced XLR analog audio. Connect to HDCAM, Digital
Betacam, Betacam SP, HDV cameras, big -screen TVs and more.

DeckLink HD Extreme is fully compatible with Apple Final Cut Pro-,
Adobe Premiere Pro', Adobe After Effects Adobe Photoshop-,
Fusion' and any DirectShow- or QuickTime- based software. DeckLink
HD Extreme instantly switches between feature film resolution 2K,
1080HD, 720HD, NTSC and PA_ for worldwide compatibility.

Advanced 3 Gb/s SDI Technology

Decklink HD Extreme

With exciting new 3 Gb/s SDI connections, DeckLink
HD Extreme allows twice the SDI data rate of normal

$995

HD -SDI, while also connecting to all your HD -SDI and

SD -SDI equipment. Use 3 Gb/s SDI for 2K and edit your latest feature
film using real time 2048 x 1556 2K resolution capture and playback!

Learn more today at www.blackmagic-design.com

DOWNLOAD
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orchestration, arrangement, lyrics,
and singing and vocal harmony.

With the Music Genome as

its

basis, a new Internet music service
is demonstrating how dumb, impersonal computers can assist with
mass personalization of media content. Pandora Internet Radio is available via an Internet browser and on

turn on your "station" and stream

aware of its programs. Radio ads

music to your computer or phone.
Apple just added a similar feature
to iTunes called Genius. (See "Web
links:') Select a song, and the Genius

hawk TV shows. The TV talk show
circuit is used to promote TV shows,
movies, music and books. And radio
continues to be the promotional arm

sidebar shows other music that is

of a rapidly changing music industry.

similar. A few clicks and you have a
new playlist based on music in your

When consumers take the time to
search for content, and use services

like Pandora Radio, much of the

a range of mobile devices such as
Apple's iPhone. (See "Web links:')

When consumers
search for content,
the promotional
advantage
of the media
conglomerates
is lost.

In a matter of minutes, an individual
can create a radio station that streams
music based on his or her preferences.
Pick an artist or a song, and Pandora
will make recommendations. Give a

recommendation a thumb up, and
it will find more music with genetic
links. Likewise, a thumb down helps
to identify what you don't like. Once
you have a profile in place, you can

Web links
Wikipedia definition of
Pandora's box

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Pandora%27s_box
Pandora Internet Radio
www.pandora.com
What's new in iTunes 8

www.apple.com/itunes/whatsnew

iTunes library. And Genius also rec-

promotional advantage of the media
conglomerates is lost. The individual
determines what he or she wants, and
computers match this up with meta data that describes the content.
The only caveat is the data itself.

Who creates the data? How does
content get listed in the database?
Can content owners buy preferential
placement as they do with the Google
search engine today?
There are as many questions about

ommends new purchases from the
iTunes store that complement the

this brave new world as there are

music in your library.
It is not difficult to extrapolate how
this kind of search technology is going
to affect entertainment television. One
particularly interesting aspect of this
approach is that it may help hook-up
independent producers with potential
consumers of their content.

Pandora's mass media box has been
opened, and the media conglomer-

The broadcast world depends on

massive promotion to make you

proven solutions. What is clear is that

ates no longer have as much power to
control what we see.
BE
Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs.

Send questions and comments to:
craig.birkmaier@penton.com

BROADCASTING
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r
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LWB- al 6M & LWB-64
The. Latest Outside -Broadcasting Solutions
Otari, Inc. (Japan)

Otarl Singapore Pte, Ltd.

Otarl U.S.A. Sales Inc.

phone: +81-424-81-8626

phone & fax: +65-6733-7807

phone: +1-818-734-1785

fax: +81-424-81-8633

mail: sales@otari.comsg

fax: +1-818-734-1786

mail: sales@otartootp
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real Real Broadcast Network (RBN), the leading global p
multi -format, media services - featuring ViewCast

f live,
Niagara® systems.

With more than 300,000 Osprey' video capture cards deployed globally, ViewCast® sets the standard in
the streaming media industry.

Building on the legendary quality of our Osprey technology, we continue to develop industry leading
solutions that the top broadcasters, network service providers, and CDNs like RealNetworks" rely on every
day to meet their most critical video content delivery needs.
Our award -winning Niagara' encoding solutions re -purpose and stream video quickly and easily - in
multiple formats - for any audience, with professional -grade performance. And our SCX" software provides
simultaneous remote management of multiple Niagara encoders over the network through a single,
easy -to -use interface.

Claiming your stake in the global digital market place requires solutions you can count on. And, when it
comes to innovative, next generation streaming solutions, one name says it all.

ViewCast®
Learn more at www.viewcast.com/B1008
USA 800.540.4119 I Europe, Middle East, Africa +44 1256 345610
©2008 ViewCast. Inc All rights reserved. Osprey Niagara' and Niagara SCX, (and design)"" are registered trademarks of ViewCast. Inc
3701 W. Plano Parkway. Suite 300 Plano. TX 75075. RealNetworkse (and design)'"" is a registered trademark of Real Networks. Inc

FCC UPDATE
BEYONDTHE HEADLINES

The FCC's shut-off
Wireless microphones and other low-power 700MHz
auxiliary facilities are no longer being licensed.
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

As part of its effort to clear

broadcast operations
out of the 700MHz band
on or before the Feb. 17,
2009, DTV transition, the FCC has
imposed a freeze on any new authoall

rizations for

full -service broadcasters would be
removed from the 700MHz band as
of the DTV transition date, but the
agency has not been as clear, until
now, about ending low -power auxiliary operations in the band.

crophone manufacturers, and a petition proposing, among other things,
the creation of a "General Wireless
Microphone Service" to use, on a secondary basis, vacant UHF channels
below Channel 52. The FCC has re -

low -power auxiliary

equipment operating on 698MHz to
806MHz. The FCC also has proposed
to modify all outstanding licenses on
these frequencies, so they will terminate as of Feb. 17, 2009. Currently,
the most prevalent low -power equipment operating in the 700MHz band
accommodates wireless microphones.

The FCC has also proposed a blanket

prohibition against the marketing of
any devices that operate as low -power
auxiliary stations in the 700MHz band.

Effective Aug. 21, these and other low -

In any event, the FCC has pro-

quested comments on the PISC's pro-

power 700MHz auxiliary facilities are
no longer being licensed.

posed to modify all outstanding low -

posals, but no action is expected on
them in the near future.

The FCC has said for years that

Dateline
Dec. 1 is the deadline for TV
stations and Class A TV stations in
the following states and territories
to place their 2008 EEO public file
reports in their public files and post
them on their Web sites: Alabama,
Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia,
Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Montana, New Hampshire, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont
and Rhode Island. LPTV stations
originating programming in these
locations, which are not required to
have public files, must post these
reports on their Web sites and keep
them in their station records.
Dec. 1 is the deadline for TV
stations in the following states
and territories to file their biennial
ownership reports: Alabama, Connecticut, Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont
and Rhode Island.

22

power 700MHz licenses to specify
that, to the extent that those licenses

permit operation in the 700MHz

Will it work?

band, they will expire as of Feb. 17,
2009. According to the commission,
a wide range of alternate frequencies
are available for use for such auxil-

dress precisely how it would enforce
a blanket prohibition against every-

The FCC's decision does not ad-

iary services.

one who currently owns and operates a 700MHz wireless mic. Many

A blanket prohibition

such mics are used by organizations
like churches, theaters and corporate

The FCC has also proposed a blan-

ket prohibition against the marketing of any devices that operate as
low -power auxiliary stations in the
700MHz band. That would include
the manufacture, import, sale, offer
for sale or shipment of such devices.
The prohibition would take effect as
soon as the proposal is adopted. Because this proceeding appears to he
on a fast track, it's possible that the
prohibition could be in effect before
the end of the year.
Besides the upcoming DTV transition deadline, a major impetus for
the FCC's sudden concern about low power 700MHz operation was pressure from the Public Interest Spectrum Coalition (PISC), which filed a
complaint against several wireless mi-
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event venues, which are not likely
to be keeping abreast of the technical details of their gear, much less
the FCC's pronouncements. Thus, it
is unlikely the FCC's abrupt ban on
700MHz auxiliary devices is going to
be completely effective.
BE
Harry C. Martin is a past president of the
Federal Communications Bar Association
and a member of Fletcher, Heald and
Hildreth, PLC.

IISend questions and comments to:
harry.martin@penton.com
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and costs
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superbly from content capture through to distribution.
It maximizes the value of your content assets, faster and at the best quality, placing emerging
opportunities in your hands.

AmberFin iCR has enabled its customers to digitize over 700,000 media assets, enabling them to
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AmberFin iCR eliminates any incompatibility barriers and easily creates content in any format.
AmberFin iCR enables file based standards conversion for international program exchange reducing conversion time and costs vs. tape based operations.

AmberFin
Everybody's watching

AUTOMATED

INGEST for Avid

and Apple Final
Cut Pro

INCOMPATIBILITY
-,BARRIERS ELIMINATED

- create content in

format

AmberFin iCR has enabled broadcasters to meet their technical and
legal obligations for captioning, ensuring no fines are incurred.
AmberFin iCR ensures business flexibility for broadcast plcvfout by
converting between different server brands on the market.
Now you know why we receive such stunning accolades
throughout the industry. Turn the content you have into the content
you need, with AmberFin.

r -For more information and to receive your FREE report worth ove- $1,000

Lon "Monetizing Content in Film and Broadcast" visit: amberfin.com/be
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Audio level control
Maintaining audio levels requires a fine-tuned ear.
BYALDO GUGNINI

Electronically processed ana130

log audio has been around
since about 1876 when

120

Alexander Graham Bell and

110

Elisha Gray filed patents for "trans-

mitting the human voice through

100

a telegraphic circuit." But while the
evolution of digital technology some
100 years later added incredible sophistication to audio systems, the underlying signal processing principles
remain fundamentally the same. This

90

80
70

60
50

is due in part to the fact that the entire

process is ultimately coupled to the

40

human hearing mechanism - and

30

that evolves much more slowly.

20
20

Manual level control
at the beginning

0-

In the early days of radio and TV
broadcasting, all audio level control
was done by a skilled operator at the
transmission point. Because of FCC

rules regulating the modulation of
analog RF carriers, stations had to be
vigilant to assure operation within legal limits, i.e., no overmodulation.
Soon we developed electronic systems that could do this automatically,
resulting in automatic gain controls
and peak limiters. But while these cir-
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compression to make the program

namically altering a gain element in
the audio path. By raising the volume
at low levels and lowering it at high
levels, the dynamic range of the material is reduced, and the overall volume
of the material can be increased.
Compressors can work in a myriad

of ways, with the input-output relationship of the compressor having a
linear or complex relationship. One of
the challenges of automatic gain control is to avoid noticeable artifacts, especially when the processor must react
to sudden changes in input dynamics.

10
cu

8k

sound louder without exceeding regulatory limits.
Volume compressors work by dy-

vantage to producing a certain sound
quality, resulting in technology to automatically modify the sound. Among

C

-(I)

4k

soon realized that there was an ad-

15

c

2k

the tricks employed was the use of gain

20%

c

1k

cuits maintained legal operating conditions, broadcasters (and advertisers)

20
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500

Figure 1. Equal -loudness contours

Nearly 20 percent of households watch TV online.
o
L,0

I

250

Frequency (Hz)

Popularity of watching online TV doubles over two years
co

III

Hearing threshold
I

10%
5

Consider a situation where an aggressive amount of compression is

0

2006

2008

Year
Source.. The Conference Board/TNS

www.tcb.org/wwwtns-us.com

taking place. If the input audio is riding at a low level, the compressor will

work to increase the gain. Now, if a
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When it comes to your digital content workflow,
one company gives you the
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high-level passage suddenly appears,
the compressor must quickly lower the
gain so that clipping or overmodulation does not occur. These gain transitions must occur with an associated
time constant so that the gain change
is not noticeable. Too slow a time constant can result in signal overload; too
fast will result in pumping or breathing, as the gain change is heard.

spread over critical bands, generally
at a threshold of about one-third octave. Also, loudness is a function of

Loudness is not an
exact science

human auditory system integrating

The human hearing response is
anything but flat, even for the perfect
listener, having a roughly bell -shaped
response that peaks around 3300Hz.
In addition, the shape of the hearing

the duration of the sound, with the

continuously force the program loud-

ness to a constant level, resulting in
an objectionable compression of the
original program dynamics.

The human hearing response is anything
but flat, having a roughly bell -shaped
response that peaks around 3300Hz.
the received power over a window of
about 200ms to 1000ms.
In the 1960s, the FCC conducted a
study of audience complaints regarding loud commercials on broadcast
television. As a result, CBS Laboratories

A better solution is available today
with digital transmission: dialog nor-

malization, or dialnorm. Dialnorm
works by setting the ATSC receiver
dialog level to match a predetermined

loudness level for each source program. By measuring the long-term
average program dialog level and then

transmitting this as the dialnorm pa-

Audio

Spectral
analysis

in

Power
summation

_0.

Time

integration

_,\
Meter

rameter in the bit stream, loudness
consistency can be maintained from
program to program and even across
different broadcasters.

In the ATSC AC -3 bit stream, dialnorm is a 5 -bit word, transmitted
every 32ms, that sets a reference level
in 1dB increments from 0dB to -30dB.

Figure 2. Loudness meter

response changes with the overall intensity of the sound.

Loudness
meter

This gives rise to the notion of

4

equal -loudness contours, which describe the sound pressures necessary

at different frequencies to give an
equal perceived sound level. Equal -

loudness contours have been deAudio

scribed by various researchers. (See
Figure 1 on page 26.)
Because the loudness contours describe perceived sound levels, they have
been developed empirically, by gathering statistics from large numbers of experimental listeners. The curves relate
to each other by means of units called

phons, which define the sound pressure level at 1kHz. The well-known
A -weighting curve used to measure

in

Gain

control

Figure 3. Loudness controller

developed a series of loudness meters
based on many of the loudness factors
described above. (See Figure 2.)

By placing a loudness measuring

noise levels is an approximation of the
inverse of the equal -loudness contour
at the 40-phon level.

circuit within the servo loop of an automatic gain controller, as in Figure 3,
an automatic loudness controller was

The perception of loudness is also

a function of other factors. Loud-

also developed. This kind of AGCbased analog loudness controller is

ness increases as the sound power is

not practical, however, because it will

28

Audio
out
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At the receiver, dialnorm is then used
to adjust the output level of the audio
decoder. (See Figure 4 on page 30.) By
equalizing to a common -31dBFS (full
scale) level, the perceived loudness can

be made uniform across programs
and broadcasters. ATSC specifies the
loudness measurement parameter as
Leq(A), which stands for A -weighted equivalent loudness. It takes into
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Although Leq(RLB) is simpler to

realize than the other methods, it
performs better in subjective testing.
It is now being proposed to replace
Leq(A) as the recommended loudness
metric in the ATSC standard.

Dialnorm
decoder

One of the challenges of using dial -

Digital
audio in

Gain

control

Digital
audio out

norm correctly is for different broadcasters to use equivalent practices in
setting up their systems. Broadcasters
can use different settings for dialnorm,

as long as each one is consistent in
their setups; any dialnorm setting can
be used, as long as it is correctly gener-

Figure 4. Dialnorm at the DTV receiver adjusts loudness on a program -to program basis.

ated. For example, a -23dBFS setting

will be attenuated in the receiver by
8dB, -27dBFS by 4dB, and so forth.

account frequency dependence and

of wideband nonspeech material. The

One way to provide consistency is

loudness integration, both of which are
needed to measure speech material.
The CBS algorithm mentioned ear-

ITU-R standard, BS.1770, titled "Algo-

to produce all internal content to a
common standard and then transmit

lier also takes into account loudness
addition from separate critical bands,
which helps facilitate the measurement

rithms to measure audio programme
loudness and true -peak audio level,"
specifies a more recent loudness measurement, Leq(RLB), using revised low
frequency B -weighting.

a fixed dialnorm level. For example, at
NBC Universal (NBCU), network ste-

reo and 5.1 deliveries are required to
be mixed at -23dBFS by the provider.

Live Sharing
Two heads are better than one, and with
the latest advancements to EVS' hardware

and software, sharing ideas is easier than
ever before. The XT[2]'s media transfer and

01/2,
Instant Tapeless TechnClogy

exchange capabilities, now with standard
gigabit Ethernet, allow you to exchange your

clips, live feed and associated metadata
with the most popular post production tools.

41111111\_____.

A new dual media sharing network offers
you the best combination of reliability and
speed. Thanks to the open architecture
and the scalability of all EVS software and
hardware, you can add more tools to your
workflow wherever and whenever you need
them. Are you ready to share?

For more information go to WWW.BVES.tV
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When Your Production is on The Line

Don't risk dropping the ball on game day. With new
Euphonix dual DF66 DSP SuperCore processors you are
guaranteed 100% ON -AIR redundancy for -he DSP and
router. Lightweight and compact the new SuperCore has
more than enough DSP horsepower, system functionality

and reliability to satisfy the most demanding broadcast

applications. Team with the Euphonix System 5-B,
the only totally redundant DSP broadcast system available.

euphonix.corn
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Most commercials deliver at a -22dBFS
average, making a nice transition with
programs when they meet the spec, according to Jim Starzynski, principal en-

gineer and audio architect for NBCU.

The network's dialnorm parameter

program is equally appropriate, provided it's done correctly.
Internet chatter is rife with anecdotes
about hot or weak audio across different broadcasters, despite the use of dialog normalization. This is not a direct

Unfortunately, some broadcasters are still
playing a loudness war by intentionally
setting dialnorm to -31dBFS and then
producing audio at a higher level.
is set to -23dBFS to match the programs and commercials and comply
with the ATSC standard by targeting
to -23dBFS without the need for agile metadata, but yielding exactly the
same results. All contribution material
is therefore produced to the -23dBFS
level, and the network metadata is sent
to the stations at this same fixed level.
Of course, adjusting dialnorm for each

A similar problem exists when broadcasters leave their Dolby encoders set
to the factory -27dBFS level and then

produce audio without regard to the
actual loudness levels.

Establishing common
procedures
The ATSC S6-3 "Ad Hoc Group on
Loudness Issues" has been looking at
this problem for more than a year. The
group is in the process of establishing
a recommended practices document,
which will include guidance on con-

consequence of different broadcast-

temporary measuring, monitoring,

ers using different values of dialnorm,
because the system allows this.
Unfortunately, some broadcast-

metadata and dynamics control techniques, as they relate to the loudness
portion of DTV. Expect this work to
be available in 2009.
BE

ers are still playing a loudness war
by intentionally setting dialnorm to
-31dBFS and then producing audio at
a higher level. This of course distorts
the intent of dialog normalization by
reproducing a higher loudness level.

Aldo Cugnini is a consultant in the digital
television industry.
IISend questions and comments to:
aldo.cugnini@penton.com
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The Firsts Just Keep On Coming...
What else would you expect from
the #1 router company in the business?
Utah Scientific has been bringing you breakthrough innovatior.s for more than 30 years.
Here are just a few of our most recent milestones:

2003 - The industry's first 10 -year no fee warranty - SHE an industry best
2004 The first digital router with 3Gbps architecture - The UTAH -400
2006 - The first IP router for broadcast applications - The UTAH -400 iP
2008 - The first 1k X 1k router in a single equipment rack - The UTAH-400/XL
2009 - Wait till you see what's coming next!
Our passion for innovation is just one more reason that Utah Scientific is your first choice

for routing and master control systems.

The Best In The Business

WWW. utahscientific.com
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Network administration
Avoid these four common administrator mistakes.
BY BRAD GILMFR

engineers wake
the

than formal training, I would like to
share some common mistakes people make in network administration

Cisco training course. (By the way,
Cisco has several outstanding books
on computer networking.)

role of network ad-

with the hope that this will spare

Many

up one day to find
themselves

in

ministrator. This is not something
they planned; it just happened over
time. It starts innocently at first. A

you some grief.

Speaking of books, go to the bookstore. Take time to look through the
table of contents of books for sub-

Avoiding training

jects that interest you. Open the

project comes up to build a network
that links graphics stations together.

An accidental system administrator may be reluctant to take formal

book, and skim through several pages to see if the author writes in a way
that you can understand. While there
are thousands of networking books

I am an accidental system administrator.
Many of us are administrators by
circumstance rather than formal training.
Or perhaps you become involved in
connecting the new news system to
the Internet.
However it starts, you soon find
yourself creating user accounts on

training. You might feel that you
can learn what you need to know on

your own. You may resist training
because this is not what you thought
you would be doing for a living.

out there, each one was written in
a particular style. You will find that
two authors can relate the same material, but one will reach you in a way
that makes learning much easier.
My personal experience has been
that courses and books are great for
meeting a long-term training need.
The Internet search engines can be
useful for problem -solving, but I

2008-07-17 11:36:15 49.221.3.221 42487 192.167.3.20

Timer_MinBytesPerSecond Timer_MinBytesPerSecond 42593 192.167.3.20
Timer_MinBytesPerSecond 43686 192.167.3.20
Timer_MinBytesPerSecond 43686 192.167.3.20 80 HTTP/1.1 GET cmsl/style/simpleblack/fuss.php?pdir=http://
mastercarwash.com/L.txt?&/ 400 - URL 2008-07-17 11:36:15 49.221.3.221
2008-07-17 11:36:15 49.221.3.221
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11:36:20 49.221.3.221 43159 192.167.3.20
11:36:20 49.221.3.221 43225 192.167.3.20

Timer_MinBytesPerSecond Timer_MinBytesPerSecond Timer_MinBytesPerSecond Timer_MinBytesPerSecond Timer_MinBytesPerSecond Timer_MinBytesPerSecond -

Figure 1. Examining log files is easier than you think. Here, someone has asked one of my Web servers to provide a page for
mastercarwash.com. Just for the record, I do not host that Web site on any of my servers. It is easy to see unusual server
activity like this if you regularly check your logs.

a server for someone, or being consulted on expansion of a computer
network. I call this the accidental
system administrator.
If this sounds familiar, rest assured
that you have plenty of company. In
fact, I too am an accidental system

administrator, although now it

is

more something I choose to do.

Because many of us are administrators by circumstance rather
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I encourage you to get trained.
There are many courses taught in
all aspects of network administration. Some are available at universities and community colleges, and
others are online. There are courses
in books as well. Get training that is
specific to what you want to know.
If you use Windows servers, take a
Windows server training course. If
you use Cisco routers, then take a
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have a problem absorbing complex,
lengthy technical explanations using
a computer.
However, you would be amazed at
how useful Internet search engines
can be when you are getting "exception 3210- segment fault occurred at
0x33206" messages. Just put the text
of the message into a search engine,
and find the solution to the problem
in a few minutes.

You want it all?

No problem.
Meet the FS1-a 1 RU Universal HD/SD Audio/Video Frame Synchronizer and Converter.

It's a multiformat world, and the new FS1 brings it all together...at a breakthrough price.
Turn SD into HD, HD into SD, or HD 1080 into 720 (and vice versa), with FS1's hardware -based
10 -bit up/down/cross-conversion.

Embed and disembed audio.
Mate analog and digital. Video. Audio. HD captioning. Whatever.
FS1 not only interfaces to all of your equipment, but also with your facility via its LAN -based
web -server and SNMP monitoring. Push a button, or talk to it from across the web.
Put FS1 in the middle of your facility, and see how it makes nice with your gear, your
multiformat needs, your engineers...and your budget.

FS1 rear panel

Check out our website, or give us a call to find an Authorized AJA Converter Dealer near you.

www.aja.com
800.251.4224
VIDEO SYSTEMS

COMPUTERS & NETWORKS
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Not checking server logs

equipment. So going out and looking for trouble is not something we

others have asked for, and have been
granted, access to the network. When

the system was first designed, you

You may avoid looking at the logs because they never seem to contain any-

are likely to do.
That said, there are times when it is
appropriate to work on a system even
when it is working well. This is called

thing interesting. Here are important

preventative maintenance, and the

things to know about server logs:
Usually you can set the level of detail in the log. Setting this level high-

concept applies to computer systems

er means you will not have to wade

times upgrades require coming in

This is a common mistake. Some of

you may not know that almost every
server in your system generates logs.

just as it does to VTRs. Yes, sometimes

upgrades can be painful. Yes, some-

At some point, failing to pay attention
to growth will come back to bite you.
through pages of normal messages to
see the important stuff.
Most systems e-mail their logs
nightly. If you set servers up to mail
you their logs on a regular basis, you
will quickly get used to what a normal log looks like. As a result, you can
quickly identify something that is not
right. Figure 1 on page 34 shows a log
from one of my Web servers. See if you
can spot the unusual log entry.

Most systems can be configured to

generate different logs for different
types of errors. For example, set it up
to only look at error logs. Then if you
spot something suspicious, it's possible
to dig into system message logs to get
more information on the problem.
Checking server logs regularly helps

administrators avoid problems before they occur. For example, low disk
space messages are a sure-fire warning
that if you do not do something soon,
the system will crash. Also, odd server
log entries may help uncover a hacker
attempting to get into your system before he or she actually succeeds.

Not keeping your
software current
Let's face it: Many of us have
learned over the years that you can
cause lots of problems by going in
and tinkering with a perfectly functioning system. (If it ain't broke,
don't fix it.) Furthermore, most of
us accidental system administrators
still have full-time jobs around the
facility fixing traditional broadcast
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late at night. But understanding that
upgrades are a normal part of system

carefully specified the switches, made

sure that the correct wire was used
and checked that each switch port had
properly auto -negotiated the connection, or set the connections manually.
But as time passes and the network
grows, others plug an old switch into

the network. Someone grabs an old
Cat 3 cable out of a box to replace a
bad Cat 6 cable. Documentation is
not updated, and before long, users
are pounding a path to your door to
complain that they need faster computers or a server upgrade because
the network is performing poorly.
Some organic growth is inevitable,
and it is probably bad for the organiza-

administration will help you approach
the task with the correct attitude. Reviewing release notes can help network
administrators decide whether installing an upgrade is worth the effort.

tion to strictly regiment every aspect of

Don't get me wrong. I know that
sometimes upgrades can go wrong,
with disastrous results. And sometimes upgrades require a tremendous

tion). That said, set aside some time
perhaps once per year to think about
the growth of your networks, and the
changes in loads and usage. Is it time

amount of effort for what seems to be
negligible gain. Evaluate upgrades and
weigh the benefits versus the costs. But
know that if you are in the business of

to segment the network so that all that
graphics lab or newsroom traffic stays

maintaining computer systems, up-

riodically taking time to specifically
address system growth will save you
time and pain in the long run.

grades are an inevitable part of the job.
Not upgrading exposes the network to
security issues, system crashes and to
eventual obsolescence.

Not paying attention
to growth
If you became an accidental system
administrator via the path I described
above, then you probably have seen
systems you installed grow over time.

This is a good thing and means that

the network (depending on how critical the network is to the station opera-

within that department? Is it time to
upgrade your backbone switches? Pe-

You're now a system

administrator
While you might have gotten into
the system administration business
by accident, think about making this
a focus of your work. Devoting time
to training, avoiding common mistakes and learning on the job will put
you in a great position for the future.

the systems are being used by the In fact, many computer people are
organization. But many times, this convinced that video is the future for
growth takes place organically and their industry. See, you were in the
without any planning. This will work
for a while, but at some point, failing
to pay attention to growth will come
back to bite you.
For example, you may have installed

a high-speed network that moves
graphics and video from one place
to another in the facility. Over time,
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right place all along!
Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the
Advanced Media Workflow Association
and executive director of the Video
Services Forum.
III-Send

questions and comments to:
brad.gilmer@penton.com
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If you're planning for Multicast 5.1 and stereo
broadcast, and need SDI and Dolby® E audio
distribution, investing in a Studer Vista Digital
Audio Console means you'll be ready for HDTV
now. With the acclaimed Vistonics user interface
making operation simple and fast, Vista consoles
represent the fastest route to the future.
NEW Dedicated 5.1 Input
channels with processing
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CCD and CMOS
Knowing your camera's imager can improve your shots.
BY STEVE MULLEN

After two decades use, we
are all familiar with basic
CCD technology. During

this period, the most recent development has been CCD sensors that support HD. CMOS sensors,

like CCDs, are made from silicon.
However, as the name implies, a complementary metal oxide semiconduc-

tor manufacturing process is used.
Today CMOS is the most common
method of making processors and
memories. More on that later. First,

are read out each field -time.

In either case, a two-line window
slides down through the rows in increments of two lines. The window
starts with the top row for odd fields
and the second row for even fields.
Each pair of rows within the window
is added, thereby increasing sensitivity by +6dB. (See Figure 1.)

is required, a CCD is read out at the
frame rate. However, some dual -line
CCDs can output all rows if they are
clocked at half -speed (for example,
30Hz rather than 60Hz). These CCDs
nicely support cameras that record
60i and 30p video.
Progressive scanning does not employ line -pair summation; therefore,

Today CMOS is the most common method
of making processors and memories.

we'll look at SD CCDs.

Interlaced scanning
Obtaining interlace video from a
CCD employs a process called line pair summation, which increases sensitivity by one -stop. The process may
be implemented by a circuit external
to a CCD or within a dual -line CCD.
In the former case, all rows are read
out each field time. In the latter case,
alternating fields of odd or even rows

The window acts as a filter that
reduces vertical resolution by about
25 percent, thereby minimizing interline flicker and interline twitter. The

progressive video has a 1.00 interlace

filter creates an interlace coefficient of

HD CCDs

about 0.75, which means a 480 -row
CCD can output only about 360 lines

An SD, dual -line CCD with a resolution of 720 x 480 outputs 173kb per

of effective vertical resolution.

readout. At 60i, the bandwidth re-

coefficient. Without line -pair summation, sensitivity is not increased.

quired is 10Mb/s. An HD camera uses

Progressive scanning

CCDs that output at a significantly

When progressively scanned video

Line 1

Row 1

Row 1

Row 2

Row 2

Row 3
Line 3

higher data rate. For example, at 60i,

Line 2

Row 4
Row 5

Row 3
Row 4

Line 4

Row 5

Row 479

Line 239

Line -pair summation: Odd field

Row 480

Row 480

Row 481 Line 240

Row 481

Line -pair summation: Even field

Figure 1. Line -pair summation, as shown in this diagram, reduces 30Hz interline flicker and interline twitter. Flicker is caused
when a horizontal line is only one pixel thick. Therefore, with interlace video, the line appears in every other field. Interline
twitter occurs when, for example, a camera pans vertically across one or more sharp horizontal lines.
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Master Control
Newsroom

Asset Managemen
& Archiving
Ingest & Media Prep

Automation with a Human Touch.
To run any broadcast facility year in and year out, you need to be consistent and well ordered.
Sure, good equipment is essential, but most important is quality selection that only comes from
the human touch. As broadcasting grows ever more complex, automating operations is becoming
a necessity. However, most automation systems, by package design, enforce a rigid, fixed -architecture

regime and database dependence. Such systems are foreign to your natural workflow - limiting your
freedom of selection, your ability to grow and the flexibility to change course as the wind blows.

With Crispin, Automation is not the end of Autonomy.

. . ..

NI .

MN

III

www.crispincorp.com
Life

support plan

At Crispin, we realize that automation doesn't have to mean the end of autonomy. We enhance
performance, not just command it. Our systems are modular in design and database independent,
providing an organic workflow to your operations by using only the pieces that match your operations, plans and budget_ Crispin Software is designed by people with master control room experience and serviced by people with experience inside TV stations. Be it Total Automation, Master
Control, Newsroom Automation, Ingest & Media Prep or Archiving and Asset Management, through
modular design, our systems grow as you do, offering frame accurate workflow precision in the
most demanding broadcast and cable network environments.

7 Years Free Support - Because it's the right thing to do.
We back this up with our amazing Crispin4Life -7Year Free Support Plan, plus unrivaled customer
service, both unmatched in the industry. However, most importantly is our commitment to personal attention and working closely with you to develop a highly individual, fail-safe, broad horizon
automation solution with an intuitive human 'ouch. Look no further. Join the list of top broadcasters
around the US that trust and rely on Crispin technology day in - day out, and set your workflow free.
Crispin.
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Microlensa 1440 x 1080 CCD requires a band-

width of 47Mb/s.

CCDs running at very high clock
rates consume a great deal of power.
Small CCDs - typically those under
2/3in - cannot easily dissipate heat
produced by high -power consumption. When, for example, a camera
captures full HD at 60i and 30p, plus
720p60 and 720p30, one option is
to use 1920 x 1080 chips running at
60Hz. Unfortunately, each chip requires a whopping 125Mb/s bandwidth. One solution: CMOS sensors
that consume far less power and thus

Reset

transistor

Amplifier
transistor

Row

select

Column
bus

bus

transistor

Silicon -.substrate
Potential
well

generate far less heat.

CMOS sensors
Most CMOS imagers use active pixel

sensor (APS) technology, which re-

Figure 2. In the CMOS pixel structure, each pixel incorporates a photodiode (potential
well) to collect light, a reset transistor, a row select (column bus) transistor and an
amplifier transistor. The photodiode is covered by a microlens to help gather light,

increasing sensitivity. The photodiode is typically 25 percent to 30 percent of a
pixel's area. This is called the sensor's fill factor.

quires at least three transistors per pixel.

Each pixel incorporates a photodiode
to collect light, a reset transistor, a row
select (column bus) transistor and an

amplifier transistor. (See Figure 2.)

within an addressed row to prepare

An image capture begins when a
trigger is sent to all reset transistors

the row's photodiodes to capture light.

Upon the reset trigger, the transistor

Conne ctivi

No other global
video network connects
you to more of the

world - with fewer
hops and zero hassles.

Superior video / audio broadcast services - in all transmission formats
Specialized on -demand video -centric sflutions - real-time servicing
and troubleshooting
Global, proprietary and fully meshed end -to -end video network - fiber and
satellite based (SABER)

Multipoint connections to worldwide svitching hubs and media points of
interest - in all major markets
Easy, customer -controlled, remote ordering / scheduling

Expert video -centric NOC - monitoring reporting and calibrating 24-7-365
www.gen-networks.com

GENESIS

Corporate US: +1 212 962 1776
24/7 NOC: +1 212 962 1722
UK: +44 (0) 208 899 6464
EMEA: +33 (0) 4 67 69 74 76
Latin America: +1 305 728 7150
Asia Pacific: +1 646 216 5740
I
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©2008 Genesis Networks. All rights reserved.
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Is your mobile truck getting to be a tight squeeze?
ADC's Super High Density ProPatch® Panel is the ightest weight and highest density -ID patch panel on the market.

The ProPatch® Miniature (PPM) Series is a revolutionary Super

cess, the new PPM Series is optimal for the mobile truck environ-

High-Density Coax (SHDC) patching system designed for High

ment. Visit www.adc.com/broadcastinnovations to access

Definition (HD), SDI, AES audio, 5.1 and 7.1 audio applications

more info on this and other new ADC Broadcast and En -

where coax medium is preferred but space is at a premium. The

tertainment solutions.

system's innovative design provides the perfect combination of

reduced size, light weight and optimal performance. The PPM
Series is a 1/3 higher density than standard panels and 1/4 the
weight. Couple with its user-friendly design and toolless jack ac -
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closes and pulls up the photodiode to
VOD, thereby clearing any photodiode

charge. All photodiodes in a row are

reset at the same instant. The reset
begins an integration period. During this period, the amount of light
falling on a photodiode determines
how much charge accumulates in its
potential well.
The integration period ends when a

it is time to output a column, transfer
transistor passes the stored voltage to
an operational (OP) amplifier.
It is not possible to instantaneously
output each row after sending it down
the column busses. The time required
to read out all pixels in a row is called

row readout time (RRT). Rows, of
course, are read out from a chip in a

signal is sent to all row select transistors
in an addressed row. Row select transis-

top -to -bottom sequence.
Adding additional ports to a CMOS
sensor reduces RRT by simultaneous-

tors pass the accumulated photodiode

ly outputting multiple samples from

charges onto column busses. Each

a row.

amplifier transistor acts as "source follower" that allows a photodiode charge
to be sampled as a voltage.
All photodiodes in a row are simul-

Exposure control
When a camera operator sets a

taneously connected to all column
busses. Each column bus terminates in
a bus transistor that charges a sample and -hold capacitor. The capacitor

stores the voltage while a column
waits for its turn to be output. When

k.noFlo

shutter speed, he or she is setting the
integration period. For example, with
a shutter speed of one -sixtieth second, the integration time is 16ms.
A CMOS chip's top -to -bottom ex-

posure process operates much as a
vertical focal plane shutter does in a

I

Figure 3. Shown here is vertical rolling

shutter. Shutter mechanisms can be
implemented in many ways. Modern
35mm cameras use curtain shutters
that operate vertically because the
travel distance is shorter (24mm). A
horizontal shutter would need to travel
36mm.The shorter the travel, the higher
the maximum shutter speed.

modern film camera. (See Figure 3.)
A curtain (red) is released to start its
downward travel at the beginning of
the exposure time.
When the first curtain has completed its travel, the film frame is fully exposed. When the exposure time ends,

a second curtain (blue) is released to

ParaBearn

HD Studio Light

ParaBeams make HD images look
their best. Soft light quality is so
important we designed TrueMatch
lamps calibrated to match the spectral
response curves of HD. Parabolic
reflectors intensify the light, while
honeycomb louvers spot the light to
90°, 60° or 4.50. Cool soft light keeps
the talent happy, while advanced
electronics deliver DMX dimming on a
small energy footprint.

Please Light Responsibly.
*fr

www.kinoflo.com 2840 North Hollywood Way, BurLank, CA USA voice +1 818 767 6528
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Gemcipprth,tr,,
the newest
addition to our optical family.
Optiva® 3Gb HD -SDI

-

Optiva® OTP-1HDP and OTP-2HDP fiber optic inks transmit uncompressed

SMPTE 424M, 292M and 259M compliant video - perfect for transporting
uncompressed dual -link 424M HD -SDI within remote OB van/truck video feeds,
broadcast studio camera feeds, and HD post -production facilities.

The OTP-2HDP link transports two independen- SMPTE 424M compliant video
signals on two fibers.

The OTP-1HDP and OTP-2HDP cards are compatible with Optiva® Series

1RU and 3RU 19" rack mount chassis, as well as 1 and 2 slot stand-alone
enclosures, creating flexible, compact, mountable systems. Each card is

compatible with the OptivaView® SNMP Management Suite.

Supports up to two independent uncompressed
3 Gbps HD -SDI signals
SMPTE 424M, 292M and 259M compliant
Singlemode options up to 20 km
Transmitter local loopback and compli-nentary
re -clocked receiver outputs

OTP-1HDP
Single 3Gb HD -SDI

with Loopback

Compatible with OptivaView® SNMP Management Suite

High -Definition 1080p Fiber Optic Video Matrix Switching
Switching and multicasting high -definition 1080p signals over optical
immis measgo arlase
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solution for large screen, high -resolution presentations with each

display connected to the OptiLinx® switch using a single optical fiber.

Manage and control your connections from your desk with the
LinxView® Remote Management Software.

OLX-6000
288 x 288 Optical Matrix Switch

858.450.0143
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video-sales@emcore.com
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begin its downward travel to close -off
the film.

When a film camera is set to a
short exposure time, the first curtain
will not have traveled far before the
second curtain starts chasing it down
the frame. The narrow traveling slit
formed by the gap between the two
curtains exposes the film.
When a scene contains little motion, the difference in time between

exposing the top and bottom of a
frame creates no harm. However,
when the scene contains motion, the
time difference between the top and
bottom exposure is captured on film
as a rolling shutter artifact.
Because a CMOS sensor's rows are

processed - reset and output - with
an offset equal to RRT, a CMOS sensor also exposes each frame in a top to -bottom pattern. The row exposure

offset creates a rolling shutter skew
that matches the direction of the ob-

Figure 4. Rolling shutter artifact. This photograph by Henri Lartigue shows a race
car skewed in one direction while spectators and telephone poles are skewed in the
opposite direction. Lartigue was panning in the direction the car was traveling.

ject's movement. (See Figure 4.)
The row exposure offset also is responsible for wobble (a stretchy look
when a camcorder is subjected to sud-

den motion), partial frame exposure
(from flash cameras) and fluorescent

flicker (bands of shifting scrolling
color or flickering dark lines).

Noise reduction
The inherent design of CMOS chips
is responsible for many types of picture
noise. Dark current noise is one type of
fixed pattern noise (FPN). Each photo diode has its own unique level of charge
even when there is no light falling on it.
Therefore, a matrix of photodiodes has
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Four user -configurable slots with
a variety of input/output modules to choose from
High -Quality, Ultra-Nearfield 16 -Channel Audio Monitoring Systems for Space Critical Environments
Ideal for TV facilities, post production, VTR bays, mobile production, and satellite links
Four different models available in 1RU and 2RU Mainframes
Dolby® Digital / Dolby® E Decoding (with optional ARDM-D552 module)

Marshall Electronics
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Fax

LCDracks.com

The new standard
in TV analysis.
R&S'ETL - ATSC compliance test system.
ITV test receiver

ITV demodulator
Real-time TV signal analyzer
i MPEG analyzer and decoder
13 GHz spectrum analyzer

i Power meter with power sensors from DC to 40 GHz
Video and MPEG generator

i Multistandard with excellent performance in:
- Analog TV incl NTSC
- ATSC / 8-VSB

- DVB-T/H measurements in 2K, 4K and 8K mode
- DVB-C / J.83/A/C
- DTMB / GB20600-2006

i Portable with AC/DC power supply - excellent
for field use
Find out more at test-rsa.com/ETLTV/BE1008

R&S"ETL-TV Analyzer

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
rohde-schwarz.com/USA

1-888-837-8772
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Photod ode array

a matrix of noise values. FPN is also
introduced by tiny differences among
amplifier transistors. These amplifier
differences introduce errors as photo -

CMOS APS

imaglig area

diode charges are converted to voltages.

FPN noise can be attenuated by a
noise reduction technique called correlated double sampling (CDS). CDS
requires two readouts of each photo diode. The first readout is performed
immediately after a row is reset and

is a measure of a pixel's noise. The
second readout occurs after the integration period and is a measure of a

Gain

Column dual CDS circuits

Master clock -0 Reset -0-

Horizontal shift register

Video
amp

Analog
output

pixel's noise plus signal.
At the bottom of each column, one
sample -and -hold stores the noise volt-

Figure 5. Shown here is an analog output CMOS sensor. Traditionally, CMOS
sensors output image data through one or more analog ports.The more ports, the
faster a complete image can be read out.

age. After the integration period, a

tracts the noise voltage from the sig-

second sample -and -hold for a column
stores the signal -plus -noise voltage.

nal -plus -noise voltage, thereby yielding a signal voltage.

To output each column, every column is addressed one -by -one. The
two stored signals are fed to an OP
amplifier. Each OP amplifier sub -

column addressing to create a window within the photodiode matrix.
A small window can be used to capture slow-motion video. For example,

Image readout

a 960 x 360 pixel window within a

A CMOS device has the unique
capability to employ both row and

1920 x 1080 sensor requires less than
17 percent of the entire sensor be read

ING
THE GEAR
IS LIKE
SHOOTING
YOURSELF
IN THE FOOT.
wt.2

sr.

SEE US AT SATCON, BOOTH #712.
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LEFT OR RIGHT?
The biggest error in video transport is to
criticize the system. You are the system.
And if it's not delivering, you need the
Streambox platform. Have the flexibility
to stream live or file -based HD or SD
video over TI lines, the Internet or other
IP networks. Integrated error correction
gives you unrivaled reliability. So what will
it be, pass the blame or take the credit?

MIStreambox
Innovation is in the box
Choose your platform wisely.
Learn more at www.streambox.com
or call +1.206.956.0544 ext 222.

Designed exclusively for the A/V Professional.

HD/SD-SDI at the Speed of Right.
Transmit SMPTE compliant HD/SD-SDI over one fiber

with pristine, broadcast quality results.
Just one of the many features of the all new Pure Digital Fiberlink®
3150 Series of HD/SD-SDI Fiber Optic Extenders.
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Features:

\l/ FIBER LINK

Signal is equalized and re -clocked

Designed and Manufactured
for the AN Professional by C51

prior to fiber optic transmission

The Pure Digital Fiberlink® 3150 Series is the professional's choice for

broadcast quality HD/SD-SDI signal distribution. That's because the
3150 Series is feature packed: it strictly adheres to SMPTE standards,
offers SMPTE 297-2006 interoperability, uses one si-igle mode or multimode

fiber, and delivers the signal fidelity you have come to expect from
Pure Digital Fiberlink®.

Transmitter features a re -clocked
SDI loop through and the receiver
features two equalized and
re -clocked SDI outputs

Designed for interoperability with
other SMPTE 297-2006 fiber optic
compliant devices
Uses standard LC or ST connectors

Immunity to pathological signals
Since the 3150 Series is immune to pathological patterns across the entire

link budget and operating temperature range, you can rest assured that the
signal you'll receive is just as pure as the source. Best of all, each SDI and fiber
optic output is equalized and re -clocked!

Compliant with SMPTE 259M-2006,
292-2006, 297-2006
Supports transmission of SMPTE
305M-2005, 310M-2004, 344M-2)00,
DVB-ASI

And, at $995®, it's affordable, too! So, call today or risit us online at
commspecial.com to learn more about the 3150 Series.

Supports both Single Mode
and Multimode fiber types

Pure Digital Fiberlink®. Truly. Purely. Amazing.

Supports HD/SD-SDI inputs
with embedded audio and data
Available in Box or Rack Card
versions

and more!

CS.

Communications

Specialties, Inc.

US MSRP price per unit, no pair. Price is subject to change.
Pure Digital Fiberlink and t, starburst logo are registered trademarks of
Communications Spec ialtie s. Inc. 551 logo and the triangle designs are trademarks
of Communications Specia ties, Inc. r,.-.2008 Communications Specialties. Inc.

For more information, call
631-273-0404 or click on to
commspecial.com today!
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Photoliode array

out, allowing the readout to occur up

CMOS APS
imaging area

to 6X faster.

For a CMOS camera to support interlace video, its chips are clocked at
the field rate. Then:
An external circuit performs line -pair

summation that converts each frame to
a field. Through this process, sensitivity is increased +6dB, and the interlace
coefficient drops to 0.75, thereby minimizing flicker and twitter.
Cameras that employ vertical pixel shift or vertical interpolation can simply discard alternate fields and record
the field not discarded. Line -pair summation is not required because the image is inherently slightly soft. Sensitiv-

ity is the same for both interlace and
progressive operation.

All column signal voltages are
loaded into an analog shift register
where pixel information is shifted to
output port(s). In this design, analog to -digital (A/D) conversion is exter-

Gain

Column &al CDS circuits

Master clock -0 -

Reset -0

Horizontal shift register

Digital
output

Video
amp

12 -bit A/D

converter

Figure 6.The advantage of digital output CMOS sensors with A/D converters is that
analog signals need not travel from one chip to another with the A/D converters.
This eliminates the possibility of noise being added to the tiny analog signals.

nal to the CMOS chip. (See Figure 5
on page 46.) To decrease image noise,
internal A/D conversion can be em-

ployed. In this design, a CMOS chip's
output path is digital rather than analog. (See Figure 6.)

NO MORE MANUAL AUTOMATION
autoXeTM MC New Way
Master control resources are at a precious premium with the demands
of our digital and multi -platform world. VCI Solutions' autoXeTM MC
automation system provides a new way to automate your operation;

allowing operators to spend more time managing

other tasks at hand.
See a demo at www.vcisolutions.com
Call or e-mail to learn how autoXe can automate your operation:
512.837.3737 or xesales@vcisolutions.com

vcisolutions
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VPS-715
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FOR -A SWITCHER LINE-UP
FOR -A's Video Switcher Line offers innovative features and an operator friendly interface. There anticipate the

needs of demanding users and meets them. Our innovations have been designed to provide flexibility during

www.for-a.com

fast live operations, including a portable compact main frame and a range of intelligent options including: quad

Head Office (Japan)

HD DVE among many others.

Tel: +81 (0)3-3446-3936

USA Western (CA)
Tel: +1 714-894-3311

USA Eastern & Midwest (NY)
Tel: +1 212-861-2758

USA Southern (FL)
Tel: +1 352-371-1505
Latin America & Caribbean (FL)

Tel: +1 305-931-1700

Canada (Toronto)
Tel: +1 416-977-0343

UK (London)
Tel: +44 (0)20-8391-7979

Italy (Milan)
Tel: +39 02-254-3635/6

Korea (Seoul)
Tel: +82 (0)2-2637-0761

China (Beijing)
Tel: +86 (0)10-5170-9870

display output, virtual studio compatibility, color correction, up/down-conversion and polygon -based, true 3D
-Three members join the FOR -A Switcher family for IBC 2008. FOR -A now offers 15 switchers and we have
one to meet your needs. - Imagination to Creation
2M/E - 4M/E Digital Video Switcher

HVS-5000 Series

NEV,

Portable Digital Video Switcher
NEV.

HVS-300HS

- The 3Gbps next -generation signal support

- 1U very compact main unit

- 2M/E to 4M/E expandable

- Operate with operation panel, mini panel or software control

- Mixed HD and SD signal input support

- HD/SD-SDI 4 input/4 output, Max. 12 inpuV8 output

- Max. 96 input/48 output

- Frame synchronder, up -converter and re -size engine on each input

- 4 keyers per WE with 2D DVE including CK

- Variety of VO options such as HD/SD-SDI inputs, DVI-I,

- Up to 8 channels free assignable 3D DVE

HD/SD analog component, analog composite

- Up to 16 still stores

- 16 channel multviewer included

- Auto Mask Tracking

- Dual Picture in Picture function

- Independent M/E operation

- Up -stream Keyer and DSK both with 2D DVE and advanced Chroma Key

- Available options include color correctors, up/down/cross

- Various 2D and 3D DVE transitions

converters, 16 -split multi viewers, frame synchronizers,

- Over 100 wipe patterns

and external video memory

- Two channels of still stores

The Cobalt 9084
Color Corrector

the data path is digital - not

Active pixel sensor array

analog - thereby reducing

for the openGear g Frame

image noise.

Key CCD/CMOS

differences
The obvious
between these

Column parallel ADCs

difference
technolo-

is that CMOS sensors
inherently have no vertical
gies

smear. Therefore, when using
Digital multiplexer

CMOS-based cameras you
can shoot just as you would

1 -

Column select shift register

Fast, smooth,

responsive accurate updates
ideal for on -air manipulation.
HD/SD frame synchronizer

Passes all ancillary data
including embedded audio

Full RGB color corrector
offset, gain and gamma
Extended YCbCr proc controls with white.
black. and saturation clipping
Saturation clip does not cause
hue (phase) shift

were you shooting film. How-

ever, the latest CCD chips
Figure 7. Sony's 35mm and APS 12-megapixel
Exmor sensors employ a 12 -bit A/D for each
column. Because these CMOS chips have 12
digital output channels, they provide an output
port for each megapixel.

significantly decrease the ap-

pearance of vertical smear.
(See Figure 8.)
Clearly, rolling -shutter ar-

tifact is the Achilles' heel of

CMOS technology. This artifact can be eliminated by implementing a global shutter. However, this requires an additional transistor within
each pixel that decreases a chip's fill

Sony Exmor technology employs a
massive amount of circuitry between

each column bus OP amplifier and
the chip's output port(s). (See Figure 7.) Each column has its own A/D

factor - thereby reducing its sen-

converter. From this point forward,

sitivity or forcing a reduction in the

Passes entire YCbCr gamut in
unity gain configuration

Color correction can be applied
to entire frame or a sub region

Ow'

One button bypass of color correction
for comparison purposes
Parameter updates are smooth and responsive,
excellent for on -air manipulation
On -card storage of 16 presets

Local control from full card edge menu
with character display

Figure 8. Vertical smear, as shown on the left, is one of the most annoying image
artifacts CCD sensors. It is an immediate indication one isn't shooting film. As
shown on the right, CMOS sensors inherently have no vertical smear.

Controllable via DashBoard or the new
Cobalt 9000 series remote control panel

0 ilkiw

YEAR

I
-;411111'.4--

,

onsury
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Cobalt Digital Inc.

COBALT

Toll free: 800.669 1691
Direct: 217 344.1243
Fax: 217 344 1245
sales@cobaltdigital.com
www cobaltdigital corn

Figure 9. Frame accumulation defines total photodiode integration time as a
multiple of the current interframe interval. This image was shot using 16 -frame
accumulation.

The Preferred Route to Digital Conversion6
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be used for years to come. Moreover,
both technologies will employ multiple
implementation strategies to meet perBE
formance goals and price points.

Steve Mullen is owner of Digital Video
Consulting, which provides consulting
services and publishes a series of books
on digital video technology.

Figure 10. This image was shot with a
Sony HVR-V1 using its +36dB hyper
gain option. Note the increased noise.

number of pixels.
CMOS sensors typically offer a

maximum exposure time of one fiftieth or one -sixtieth second. To
obtain greater sensitivity, as is done

with CCDs, video gain can be increased. When even greater sensitivity is required, some CMOS cameras

INTRODUCING THE NEW 1200 SERIES
HIGH-PEFORMANCE TRUE -DIVERSITY
BROADCAST WIRELESS MICROPHONES
IN AN ALL NEW FREQUENCY RANGE

offer the option to specify a number of accumulated frames. Frame

Accumulated
modes do not
suffer from
increased image
noise, but can have
significant blur on
moving objects.
accumulation defines total photo diode integration time as a multiple
of the current interframe interval.
CMOS accumulated modes do not
suffer from increased image noise,
but can have significant blur on moving objects. The image in Figure 9 was
shot using 16 -frame accumulation.

CCDs typically obtain super high
sensitivity by engaging hyper gain.
The result is a significant increase in
image noise. Motion, however, remains clear. (See Figure 10.)

These high sensitivity modes are
quite different and support different
shooting goals.

Forecast

"V" %Jim!

Gold Mount

IDX

1201111AX/Af?

120011RX/CM

120OURX-Si

"Slot -In"

rt

Whether you use a Panasonic® or Ikegami camera with "slot -in
receiver capabilities, or use the Anton-Bauers Gold Mount, or a V -Mount battery,
there's an Azden 1200 designed specifically for your use.
The all new receivers and transmitters include:
New compander circuit for more natural sound
Improved frequency response with lower noise levels
New DP/ -compatible (188) frequencies covering 4 UHF TV bands
True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends and high -gain

Bodypack transmitter
(1200BT) with reduced
current -drain for improved
battery life, is available
with an Azden EX -503H or
Sony® ECM -44H lavalier
microphone.

antennas

Proprietary Diversity Logic Control circuitry for reduced drop -outs

Dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection and
superior diversity isolation
High 5th -order filters for improved S/N ratio
Multi -function LCD shows channel, frequency, battery into, AF level,

Plug-in XLR
transmitter (1200XT)

works with
phantom power.

and diversity operation
Transmitters also feature: New circuitry, powered by only 2 -"AA"

batteries, new plug-in transmitter with 48V phantom power capability

AZDEN
P.O. Box ft. Franklin Square. NY 11010 (5.16) 328-7500 FAX: (516) 328 7506
For full specifications e-mail azdenus@azdencorp.com or visit our Web site: www.azdencorp.com

Both CCD and CMOS sensors will
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The NBC Olympic broadcast operating center

was the central hub connecting Beijing to
New York, creating a 6000mi remote via more
than 100 program feeds. Photos courtesy Craig
Norris, Alkira Technologies.
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delivers three -screen

OLYMPICS
Here's how the network produced everything
from HD to Web and mobile programming
using IT and IP technologies.
BY BRAD DICK

cheaper,

doing so with a file -based workflow.

lighter, faster, and by the

Step one required reconfiguring
NBC's highly successful containerized core broadcast center. Beginning in 1999, the key components
of the network's BOC were mounted in what the network calls RIBs,

D.

it

smaller,

way, in HD. That was
David Mazza's assignment
for this year's Summer Olympics

in Beijing. As senior vice president,
engineering -Olympics, for the NBC
network, he and his staff were given a
challenge for this year's games.

Do more - but quicker
Costs are a concern for every broad-

caster, and originating the Olympics
is no different. The invisible tribute to
Mazza's team was the network's ability to produce more content, in HD

or racks in a box. Each RIB consists

in HD, this year's goal was to provide
U.S. audiences with a full complement

of HD images in addition to several
thousands of hours of streaming content. For the Torino broadcasts, the
network built an overlay of HD on
top of an existing SD infrastructure.

Given the amount of HD content

Do it smaller, cheaper, lighter, faster,
and by the way, in HD. That was David
Mazza's assignment for this year's
Summer Olympics in Beijing.

plus 2200 hours of streaming programs, all accomplished by a produc-

of two rows of 10 racks, mounted

needed, Mazza needed to retool the

tion staff primarily remaining in the
United States. This feat is largely due
to the team's skill in pushing technol-

back-to-back with a work space between them. This allows engineers

BOC's central infrastructure.

ogy to new capabilities.

in the racks while still in the United
States. After the wiring is completed, each RIB is moved into a ship-

of RIBs needed.
"We shaved off five RIBs. We had

ping container and transported to
the Olympic broadcast site. Once

have eight," he said. "Considering that

Key to his success was NBC's
work -at-home initiative. The objective was to continue producing high quality programming for increasing

numbers of channels, but without
the accompanying increased costs.
Meeting this goal involved achieving

several objectives: producing more
HD and streaming content, expanding the work -at-home initiative, and

to mount and wire the equipment

Despite the requirement for HD,
Mazza actually reduced the number
13 RIBs in Torino, and now we only

on -site, the RIBs are interconnected

we went from SD to HD, it is amazing that we were able to shave off that

with other venues and equipment

many RIBs."

via ceiling cabling. The result greatly shortens build -out time.
Although some of the 2006 Winter Olympic Games were broadcast

Part of this success stems from
newer routing technology.

"The original SD router that we

built in 1999 took up 10 racks, a

October 2008 I broadcastengineering.com
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whole half of a RIB;' he said. "That
router was about 320 x 320 and only
switched SD. Now we have an 800 x
800 HD router all contained in one

goal was to reduce the setup time by 25

assemble final content. Not having to

percent, which meant finishing in six

transport, house and support hundreds of production people at a re-

rack. The new router reduced the

Home sweet home

required rack space while simultaneously almost tripling the number of
crosspoints, all at six times the data

weeks. We made it."

Another transformation in the
network's Olympics workflow was to

further build on its substantial and

mote location could result in significant cost savings. Mazza's support of
this concept really shined in Beijing.
The work -at-home production was
spread across eight U.S.-based control
rooms. Five were at NBC headquarters at 30 Rock, one in New Jersey, one

in Florida for Telemundo, and one
at SoHo in lower Manhattan for the
foreign language feeds. The work was

divided into three types of program-

ming: the off -tube factory, where
voice-overs took place; the streaming
factory, where new media streaming
content originated; and the highlights
factory, where SD and HD clip -based
material was assembled.

While the Torino games required
only 14 program feeds back to the
United States, more than 100 sepaEven with live sports, automation played an important role in keeping each person and
the broadcast center on task. This control desk provided a supervisory view of upcoming
and current events.

rate." Another important change was
to move the RIBs closer to each other
because NBC was pushing the limit of

successful work -at-home effort. Be-

HD over cable.

doing actual content assembly in the
United States. The process involved
sending material back to New York
so U.S.-based editors and staff could

"We needed to get the RIBs close
enough so that we could make the connections on copper;' Mazza said. "Our

ginning with the Winter Olympics
in Torino, NBC experimented with

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd. 110-455 Milner Avenue 'Toronto, Ontario I M1B 2K4

North America: 800 771.25561 Phone: 416.335.59991 www.ward-beck.com

Solutions From Ward -Beck
- Ana og Audio /Video bistri uti
- AES/EBU Distribution
- 3 Gb/s HD/SD-SDI Distribution

- Analog to Digital Audio Converter
- Digital to Analog Audio Converter
- Muxing / Demuxing
- DolbyE/AC3 Decoding
- Embedded Audio Processing
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rate program feeds were in place this
year. Forty of these feeds were Web
streams. The remaining feeds were a
combination of HD and SD signals.
NBC streamed more than 2200 hours
of content for the Summer Olympics.

A 6000 mile remote
Because of the long distance between Beijing and the United States,
any remote production solution
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Since 1951, TV professionals and broadcasters have relied on
SENCORE to support them at every technology t-ansition in the video industry

Receiver Decoders
Digital Media Gateways
Transcoders

MPEG Analyzers and Monitors
IPTV Monitoring
Streamers and Modulators

Video I/O Cards and Adapters
RF Analysis Equipment
SDI Monitors and Analyzers

All Sencore products are backed by the absolute BEST customer service in the industry
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had to meet three criteria. First, the
content had to be resolution -independent. That's because the network

solution also had to be location -independent. While the content originated

needed to deliver content at rates

cur in New York. Finally, the solution
had to support a file -based workflow.

ranging from 50Kb/s for streaming
feeds to 50Mb/s for HD. Second, the

in Beijing, production needed to oc-

So what is the major challenge in

producing content 6000mi remote?
"The first is physics," Mazza says.
"It requires about 240ms to loop the
signal via fiber between Beijing and

New York. This places unique requirements on any file -based content

Beijing

United States

MediaDeck

MediaDeck

44 -channel encode array

8 -channel encode array

Proxy

Proxy

MediaDeck

MediaDeck

180TB storage arra

120TB storage arra
STM-1
150M b/s

Host
data

Blue
Order
0.

IDS

0.

field

DAM
system

MOG
MXF
MPEG

MOG
MXF
MPEG
STM-1
150Mb/s

Blue
Order

Avid

Avid
DNxHD

SDI playout

MediaDeck
EDI playout

YYYYY

,Y****
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shot pickers

DAM
system

DNxHD

MediaDeck

0

Anystream encoder
Web

VOD

Mobile

Figure 1. A key component in NBC's production of more than 2200 hours of streaming content, in addition to the work -athome project, was Omneon's MediaDeck, MediaGrid and ProCast CDN. Combined, they allowed the network to create both
Web and HD content with a U.S.-based staff.

Switch your EAS system to
digital in one EASy step.
With the EASyCAST Encoder/Decoder FM or the EASyCAST Decoder LPFM,

Trilithic offers a simple Emergency Alert System compliance solution
for any radio station migrating to digital broadcasting.
Plus, think of the efficoency you could gain with an IP-based system that
offers digital storage, remote programming and automated compliance
software - not to mention Trilithic's extensive consulting,
applications and technical support.
You can gain efficiency and a lot more with a seamless, networked EAS
solution from Trilithic - the digital Emergency Alert System experts.

tit

NOW SHIPPING FROM STOCK!

think ahead.

800-344-2412
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passing through routers."
A key component in the work -athome solution was provided by sev-

eral Omneon products. (See Figure
1.) Twenty-two Omneon MediaDeck

servers supporting 44 channels of
ingest were based in Beijing, handling both IMX and XDCAM HD
files. These servers also automati-

distances and yet remain unaffected
by path length.
"TCP/IP sends a small blast of data,
and then very quickly after transmis-

sion, it listens and says, 'Did you get
that?' And if it doesn't get a response,
it assumes that you didn't get it, so it
sends it again," Mazza explains. "How-

ever, with 240ms of delay, this could

cally generated matching low -reso- just result in chatter. ProCast overlution proxies for transmission to the comes this issue through the use of
United States. Both high -resolution several transfer protocols."
ProCast CDN's protocols permit
and proxy files were then stored on
a Beijing -based MediaGrid server. file transfer speeds that can be orders
Eight channels of MediaDeck servers of magnitude greater than FTP, esand another MediaGrid server were pecially over long distances like that
located in New York.

from Beijing to New York. Two of the

Once the content and proxies were
generated, the proxies and some HD

network's 0C3 (150Mb/s) links back
to New York were controlled by the

content needed to be sent back to

ProCast CDN to speed file transfer.

New York. For this task, NBC used an

Once the proxy files appeared in
New York, shot pickers used a Blue

Omneon ProCast CDN file transport
engine. The ProCast CDN is designed
to quickly move large files over long

pickers were primarily responsible
for shot selection for Web -based content. They would pick the shots, insert

graphics and then drop it into a work
folder that directed the file where to
go. They could also send the content
to specific locations. Some content
might be targeted for an Avid editor
based in New York, or even an editor
based in China. The shots could also
be fed directly to the Web system or to
a MediaDeck for playout.

A different workflow was needed

for HD content. Using proxies, a
U.S.-based editor would develop
an EDL and send it back to Beijing,

where it was received by a MOG
Solutions server. The server then
retrieved the matching high -resolution images from the MediaGrid and

Order MediaArchive DAM to browse,

conformed them into a single file,
which was returned to New York.
Those files could be further pro-

view and edit the content. The shot

cessed at 30 Rock or sent directly to

Whether your production crew is centralized in one facility, roaming from floor to
floor or spread halfway across the globe, Clear-Com uncerstands that communication
accessibility is essential. At all times. To all locations. For all users.

Clear-Com expands your communication capabilities with intercom solutio-)s:
Wireless beltpacks seamlessly integrated with digi:al matrix systems

Intuitive and robust user control panels. stations and software panels

Reliable communication network through fiber-ne:working,
IP connectivity, wireless and system interfaces

Clear -Corn Concert

Clear-Com Encore Party -line System

CellCom Digital Wireless

Eclipse Digi-al Matrix Systen-

Intercom Software System

www.clearcom.com

CS, 2008, Vitec Group Communications, LLC. All rights reserved.
F' Clear-Com, Clear -Corn Encore. Eclipse, Clear -Corn Concert and

CeliCom are registered trademarks of The Vitec Group plc.
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the Anystream system for Web, VOD
or mobile playout.

NBC rewinds
For the summer games, NBC developed a sports feed called "rewind."

Rewinds are actually live streams
coupled with recorded metadata.
The combination of streaming and
content -specific metadata allowed

the Web viewer to navigate through
the content based on the metadata.
For instance, a viewer could interactively select any video clip based on
the statistics. If the viewer wanted to
see a goal by a player that took place
11 minutes into the game, all he had

user -driven highlights. The network
produced approximately 3300 highlight clips a day to feed multiple new
media platforms.

to do was click on the appropriate
metadata. The stream jumps to that
point and plays out. NBC calls it

file to whatever format the recipient
needed. A three -minute clip of "goals
of the day" could be sent to the Any stream encoder, which might make
50 copies of content in multiple file
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NBC's highly successful Olympic coverage was supported by Omneon's MediaGrid servers
in both Beijing and New York. The servers were connected to an Omneon ProCast CDN
transport system, which allowed the network to create a U.S.- based, fully interactive, edit by -proxy content creation system - a 6000mi file -based workflow.

Curious?

formats, all based on the destinations' needs.
"This was a huge part of what I like
to call a very long-distance, file -based
workload," Mazza said.

Something old,
something new

.

'

This production platform was
essentially an automated distribution system, capable of flipping the

Mazza is a bit of a belt -and -suspenders kind of guy. In Torino, he
said that the Olympics isn't a place to
experiment with new technology because there is no room for mistakes.
"It's true. We say that," Mazza said.
"We couldn't run with that same level
of risk for all those new things on the
broadcast side because there's just too
much risk."
However, when it came to trying new

things, Mazza says, "We ran a whole
bunch of new things that had the risk

R 11 RIEDEL

Please visit our website www.riedel.net

D CLASS DIGIT

The Communications People

INT

COM SOLUTIONS

Riedel Communications Inc. 1721 Victory Blvd. Glendale, CA 91201 USA www.riedel.net
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meter essentially pegged. We couldn't have done that without
both new technology and trying some new ideas:'
He adds, "The key is balance. You ask how many people

VErsatilE and AffordablE Automation

are going to see the stream, how visible it is. If somebody
tunes in to the Web at eight in the morning and they were
thinking there was going be a certain clip and there was a
slightly different clip, or we were trying to make 100 clips
and we only made 90, most people won't know the difference. So we keep that in mind in determining how risky
we're willing to be. But, we certainly pushed the envelope
big time with the digital media arena."

The continuing challenge
When asked why he keeps taking on this Olympic assignment, Mazza laughs, saying, "I find each game is a totally new challenge. I couldn't have told you two years ago

that we were going to be launching all these new media
projects. Sure, I knew something was coming, but we didn't
know it would be this big. Our production staff and executives say, 'Hey, we need to get to this point.' They don't tell
us how to get there; they just say, 'Here's the starting point,

000113t.

00111502

oo

here's the budget - you need to get to this point: It's up
to us to figure it out."
Get ready for something really cool in broadcast
automation! Pro -Bel "s Morpheus, the most advanced
playout automation on the market today, is now
available as a powerful standalone automation
and master control system.
The Morpheus Integrated Content Engine (ICE)
delivers in a single 3k) frame video and audio clip
playout, interral storage, a full -featured master
control mixer, a graphics engine and of course
the unrivalled excellence of Morpheus Media Ball 'M

secondary event management. It's ideal for both
scheduled playout and 'new media' content
delivery.

David Mazza, senior vice president, engineering -Olympics,
NBC, began his Olympic career at the 1996 Summer Olympic
Games in Atlanta, GA. Since then, he's headed up each NBC

Olympic broadcast from locations around the world. At
the Beijing Olympics, he met with Broadcast Engineering
editorial director Brad Dick (shown on the right).

But there's more! From a single standalone
channel, Morpheus ICE can expand without limit
and is fully compatible with existing file formats
and Morpheus installations. This allows it to be used

both alone and as a building block for adding
capability to larger systems, making ICE ideal as a
no compromise entry-level automation system and
for adding cast -effective backup, preview or regional
opt -out management to existing systems.

He adds, "With the Olympic broadcasts, there are
always going to be new challenges. And as much as we
try to manage the risk and say we don't want to try new
things because a show is too high -profile, or there's too
much to lose, we always end up doing it. For me and the
team, it's kind of a love -hate relationship. We're preaching conservative working products, nothing new, nothing
earth -shattering. Yet we really are doing earth -shattering
things each time. That's kind of exciting, and it can even
be scary at times."
Mazzo laughs, saying, "But it's a good challenge:'

BE

pr :)-1-)2e1
www.pro-bel.com
Media Manacement
Control & Mcrlitoring
Routinc
Router Contra
Modular Infras-ructure
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Mobile DTV
Find out how to integrate ATSC-M/H
technology into your station.
BY JAY C. ADRICKAND WAYNE E. BRETL

The U.S. television broadcast

world will undergo major changes in the months
ahead with the end of analog broadcasting and the beginning of
mobile DTV service by some broadcasters. The industry has been abuzz
for the past year, with demonstrations

of mobile technology from several

realize that over -the -air broadcast

essary to allow for the then -nascent
television would soon see competi- MPEG-2 HDTV encoding. As techtion from new players who wanted nology advanced, the bit rate necessary
to reach an ever-growing audience of for HD encoding decreased, allowing
on -the -go viewers. The competition broadcasters to dedicate bits for ad-

was coming from companies that
planned to use the 700MHz spectrum
that was recently auctioned off by the

ditional services, such as multichannel
or mobile.

companies. The ATSC Technical Stan-

FCC and from 3G wireless operators. Broadcasters realized that they

ATSC-M/H technology
overview

dards Group (TSG) has been busy,

needed to compete, but there was one

The ATSC-M/H system is based
on technology developed by Harris,
LG and Zenith in their MPH system,

Broadcasters and equipment manufacturers
began to realize that over -the -air broadcast
television would soon see competition from
new players who wanted to reach an evergrowing audience of on -the -go viewers.

blended with some parts of the A-VSB

technology developed by Samsung.
The system technology is made up of
three layers of activity:
the physical layer, which is all about

getting the bits from the station to
the handheld and mobile receiving
devices;

along with the Open Mobile Video

Coalition (OMVC), with the selection of technology and documentation leading up to an ATSC Mobile/
Handheld (M/H) standard.
Several years ago, broadcasters and

equipment manufacturers began to

FRAME GRAB

problem: The ATSC DTV system was
not designed to reach mobile devices.
In the mid -1990s, when the ATSC
DTV system was developed, the main
focus was to achieve as much digital
payload as possible within the 6MHz
of allotted RF spectrum. This was nec-

A look at the consumer side of DTV

Number of homes with an HDTV set up 8 percent
Twenty-eight percent of households own at least one HDTV set.
30
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access system (CAS) information, digital rights management and electronic
service guide (ESG) information; and

the presentation layer, which includes audio and video encoding,
closed captioning and interactive
applications.
The mobile services are based on IP

transport rather than legacy MPEG.
However, the transport of the M/H
data from the integration point with
the conventional ATSC signal to the
transmitter exciter requires that the
IP datagrams be encapsulated into
the MPEG-2 transport. The IP-based
transport methodology allows for an
easy integration of both real-time and
non -real-time services. It also offers
support of multiple program streams
in each M/H channel or "parade."

5

2007

the management layer, which includes signaling and announcement
information on services, conditional-

Each M/H channel can typically
wwwknowledgenetworks.com

carry about 600Kb/s of payload. De-

pending on the level of robustness
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Engineers: How to be Ready for
HD and 3Gb/s
When rack space is at a premium and you need
a solid sync pulse generator with every signal
imaginable - HD, 3Gb/s, SD, time code,AES and
more - look to the new BrightEye 57 from
Ensemble Designs. Source ID Slates and Cyclops
(a nifty moving element in the test signal) help

you identify your sources and check that nothing
is frozen in a frame sync somewhere in the signal
chain. Plus you can create custom test signals and
load them into the front of the unit with a
convenient secure digital card.

Currently used in remote trucks, broadcast,
news helicopters and flight packs world-wide,
BrightEyes are rugged and reliable.

Call us today for a hands-on demo.

New Sync Pulse and Test Signal Generator
HD, SD, 3Gb/s, composite,Tri-Level Sync,
AES, time code outputs
Reliable and Easy -To -Use
USB and front panel control
Create custom test signals
5 -Year Warranty

ENSEMBLE
DESIGNS
PO Box 993 Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
Tel 530.478.1830 www.ensembledesigns.com
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selected by the system operator, each

M/H channel will occupy about
2Mb/s of the main ATSC stream due
to the additional channel processing

required to make the mobile data
withstand the rigors and impairments
found in mobile reception.
Program content is encoded using
H.264 v1.3 for video and HE-AAC for
audio. Video resolution is scalable up
to 416 x 240 supporting 16:9 aspect
ratio presentations, and the audio is
stereo with future capability for surround. All real-time streams are encapsulated using RTP/RTCP, while
non -real-time content is encapsulated using File Delivery over Unidirectional Transport (FLUTE) protocol.
Rather than create all services from
scratch, the ATSC TSG S4 working

group has selected elements of services, such as the ESG from existing
mobile standards like the Open Mo-

bile Alliance Mobile Broadcast Services Enable Suite (OMA BCAST).
More details on the various services
will be revealed by the ATSC in the
near future.

The magic is in the
physical layer

are not disturbed. This is accomplished by precoding the M/H data
and then passing it through the legacy
ATSC process in the form of normal appearing data packets.
The precoding is done at two levels,
first as data bytes and then as channel

symbols. M/H data bytes are cross -

The M/H data needs to be specially

interleaved and coded with both

coded to serve the M/H receiver for

Reed -Solomon and cyclic redundancy

Rather than create all services from
scratch, the ATSCTSG S4 working group
has selected elements of services, such as
the ESG from existing mobile standards.
reception under rapidly varying signal conditions, and at the same time
appear the same as ordinary 8-VSB
data to legacy receivers so that they

check (CRC) codes. The data and its
code bytes are packaged into normal
ATSC data packets, which then are
processed in the usual legacy process,

Nuga.mrn
defining ewlheibierie m HD News

It's that easy.
Nucomm's Messenger brings
plug -and -play IP connectivity
to your ENG van.
Native file transfer from a laptop editor to
the studio
ENG van becomes an extension of the studio LAN

Integrated VPN
Integrated intelligent router
Multiple return paths: VSB / EVDO / WiFi

Web browsing
Remote talent queuing
ENG van remote control
Capable of 30 Mbs transfer to studio

RF

extreme

Bring IP connectivity to your ENG operation with the Nucomm
Messenger. See your RF Extreme sales team today.

Nucomm, Inc . www.nucomm.com
02008 Nucomm, Inc. All rights reserved.
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including interleaving. This changes
the solid block (or "group") of M/H
data to a sawtooth-shape region for

4

transmission. In the second level of

convolutional code (SCCC) for the

coding, normal ATSC trellis coding is
augmented with a serial concatenated

M/H data. (See Figure 1.)

The group of M/H packets also
contains known data sequences at
regular intervals. These training sequences allow the M/H receiver to
make accurate and frequent estimates

Data segment

A

Normal ATSC

trellis coding is
augmented with a
serial concatenated
convolutional

M/H data group

1

code (SCCC) for

the M/H data.
Figure 1. During precoding, M/H data and its code bytes are packaged into ATSC
data packets. These packets are then processed in the usual legacy process, which
changes the solid block of M/H data to a sawtooth-shape region for transmission.

of the channel multipath conditions.
In fact, the M/H receiver can successfully receive a single, isolated group

Don't take a chance with your timing needs. Trust
the name broadcasters hove counted on for precision
master clocks and timing -related products for over
35 years ESE. Our products accurately synchronize
broadcast operations using a choice of GPS,
Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time.
Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world -class timing
systems that are designed for easy installation,
set-up and operation.
142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com
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because of its instantaneous measurement of the channel.
The ability for instantaneous turn on and acquisition allows power saving in handheld, battery -powered

into an existing ATSC broadcast chain
is relatively easy, as was demonstrated
during the OMVC Initial Demonstra-

tion of Viability (IDOV) testing that
took place earlier this year.
At the studio end of the system, an
M/H multiplexer is integrated into the
ATSC stream after the existing ATSC
multiplexer. Depending on the manufacturer, the multiplexer could include an integrated IP encapsulation
system and also integrate operational
and maintenance data packets to control the various M/H modes created

devices. Various programs can be
carried in separate parades of groups,

and the receiver RF front end only
needs to draw power during relevant
times. (See Figure 2.)

ATSC-M/H system

architecture
Integrating ATSC-M/H systems

Groups:

Parade 1

Parade 2

Parade 3

H

2

Off

3

On

I

Off

I

Figure 2. The receiver RF front end only needs to draw power during relevant
times.

Studio
PSIP

channel

ASI

encoder -Is)

19.4Mb/s stream based on either ASI

The ability for
instantaneous
turn -on and

acquisition allows
power saving in
handheld, battery powered devices.

content requires an authoring station
and server for storage and a management system to schedule and release
the NRT content. Because the connectivity between these content sources
and the encapsulator/multiplexer is
IP-based, a reliable IP link can allow

Transmitter
Emission

IP

Existing

control

generator

ATSC main

er output format is a conventional

mobile signals to the encapsulator and
multiplexer. Non -real-time (NRT)

Off
Or

functions to prevent buffer overload
at the receiving end. The multiplex-

program encoder that will send the

Time

Receiving:
On

may also perform some packet timing

or 310M format. No changes are required for the station's STL.
Each real-time M/H program
stream will require an IP-based mobile

nn

Transmitting:

in the M/H exciter. The multiplexer

ATSC
STL

Emission

ATSC

multiplexer

transmitter

ASI

MPH
channel

encoder(s)

IP

IP

encapsulator
IP

Subscriber
management

Mobile
service

plus CAS

ESG

Figure 3.The electronic service guide (ESG) system, conditional -access system (CAS) and other advanced applications systems
connect to the M/H encapsulator/multiplexer using IP as the transport.
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the content sources to be separated
from the transmission system. The
ESG system, CAS and other advanced
applications systems all connect to the

M/H encapsulator/multiplexer using
IP as the transport. (See Figure 3.)
At the transmitter, the ATSC excit-

er needs to be replaced with one that
can support M/H. In recent months,
manufacturers have introduced new
software -based exciters that can be
upgraded to ATSC-M/H service. Older exciters are not upgradable because

of the amount of processing power
required to create the M/H signal.
There are several major RF consid-

erations that a station must review
when entering the mobile business.
ATSC-M/H is an RF-delivered wire-

less business with no delivery help
from cable or satellite. If the transmission system fails, the signal is
off -air, making redundancy crucial.
Redundancy should cover the entire
chain from encoders through to the

possible under the FCC rules. During
the recent FCC window of opportunity to maximize, more than 600 stations applied for maximization.
With the ATSC hoping to complete
the standards process by early 2009,
new broadcast equipment coming this
fall and consumer devices planned for

later in 2009, this coming year will be
busy for broadcasters looking to enter
the mobile DTV business.
BE
Jay C. Adrick is vice president of
broadcast technology for Harris, and
Wayne E. Brett is senior principal
engineer for Zenith.

The Future
of Broadcast
News

Gathering!

transmitter.

While UHF works
best for mobile
DTV, high -band
VHF has also

been tested and
works quite well.
While UHF works best for mobile
DTV, high -band VHF has also been
tested and works quite well. There are

receiving antenna shortcomings at
VHF that introduce some reception
limitations.
Transmit antenna polarization may
also be a factor because most portable

and mobile receiving devices have
vertical, polarized receiving antennas. At least one broadcast antenna
manufacturer reports that there has
been a recent increase in interest by
broadcasters looking to add vertical
polarization to their signal.

Finally, broadcasters should con-

sider maximizing their power and

w.gotowt i.coin

providing as much signal coverage as
October 2008 I broadcastengineering.com
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Effective storage
You can never have enough storage
or proper management.

-

BY DFNNIS HO

Data storage and its management directly affect
workflow efficiency and
the bottom line. Demands
for storage continue to increase,

even as the technological complexities create more headaches. A storage
strategy is critical because, of course,
without efficiently organizing, storing
and monitoring data, we don't have a
finished product.

With regard to media files within
a production environment, the old
adage, "You can never have enough
storage," is true enough. However,
with technical advancements in storage hardware, along with an array of

options, there is no single approach
to storage needs.
For example, at Digital Jungle we

Any single 4K long -form project or
feature with all of these deliverable
requirements generally requires mas-

are constantly integrating multiple
platforms within our facility. More-

sive storage (100TB or more).

over, many of our digital intermediate

Making it work

(DI) projects are in a true 4K workflow with deliverables in 2K digital
cinema, HD, IMAX and 35mm film.

A traditional and popular method
to link all of the workstations together would involve an online centralized

A storage strategy is critical because, of
course, without efficiently organizing,
storing and monitoring data, we
don't have a finished product.

At Digital Jungle, most DI projects are in a 4K workflow and delivered in 2K digital cinema, HD, IMAX and 35mm film. With
each project easily reaching the 100TB range, the facility works hard to budget and use its storage space effectively.
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Broadcast Engineering®
WEBCAST SERIES
Broadcast Engineering is proud to continue an

COMING IN OCT.

ongoing series of monthly webcasts covering key

Is your RF ready for
February 2009?

technical and operational issues. In these one hour long events, attendees can learn while at
their desktops or home computers. A broadband

connection is all that's needed.
The topics are taught by experienced and trained
engineers, consultants, and operations managers.

The focus is on quick, solid and useful instruction.
These are not product demonstrations or promotions.

These webcasts will provide solid technical and

Presented by Jeremy Ruck
October 14, 2008 - 2:00 pm EST

Antenna's ready and transmitter's ready, but are you ready for the February
2009 analog cu.:off? Don't miss this point -by -

point check off of the required DTV RF system performance. Consulting engineer for Don
Markley Associates, Jeremy Ruck, will help ensure that all of your station's RF DTV systems
are ready for the big day.

operational training for professionals. And, the
bonus is they are free!

Visit
broadcastengineering.com/webinar/print
today to register!
marl
BROADCAST ENGINEERING LIVE

COMING IN NOV.
Video compression &
artifacts

Presented by Aldo Cugnini
Nov. 11, 2008 - 2:00 pm EST

viewers replace their
analogTV sets, they will increasingly be aware
of any compression or conversion artifacts that
stations broadcast. This engineer -level class
will help you better understand how compression works and the effects it can have on image quality. You'll learn how preprocessing and
signal conditioning can reduce compression
artifacts and improve your signal quality.
As
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SAN storage system. SANs are com-

A typical SAN solution requires

systems. Then add your online sta-

plex and can quickly become unruly

additional headroom storage beyond

without precise calculation. Many

actual storage use. When calculating your data requirements for the

tions to the data requirements. (Each
one of your online stations is only going to play back one stream of video
at a time, so calculate at the highest
possible rate to insure reliability.)

companies call for an offline-shared
environment with one or two stations
being able to give off the final product. This requires guaranteed data at
all times and a large infrastructure.

SAN, take the number of stations and
multiply that by the number of video
streams each station is going to play

back simultaneously for the offline

Smart and dumb storage
There is also a different line of attack. To efficiently deal with storage,
you can split your storage inventory
as either smart or dumb. Some drives
are made to act as smart online stor-

age. They know which files and sequences are identical, eliminating
wasteful duplication. No matter how

There is also a

different line of
attack. To

efficiently deal
with storage, you
can split your
storage inventory
as either smart
or dumb.
Broadcast equipment gets hot - now, more than ever, you need a more
powerful thermal solution that removes that heat before it fries your gear.

Middle Atlantic Products new High CFM split rear door has up to 16
configurable fans to power hot air out - more power than any
other solution!
And, this hot air is directed straight up towards
your return air ducts - not into
your hot aisles.

'1111111111111111111111'111111

11111

Total air movement up to a
whopping 3520 CFM

Low profile door - only
extends about 2"

Split door saves space
and eases access

many timelines or versions are created, these storage systems are smart
enough to store only what is absolutely necessary.

Dumb storage, on the other hand,
can be used for offline RAID fiber
storage. It is relatively cost-effective
and has a very fast 4Gig throughput.
(We can transfer 10 to 12 DPX files

per second. at 4K resolution to or
from our RAID system.)
It's called dumb storage because it
simply stores precisely what it's given.

This storage hardware acts as an archive. It stores not only the media,
but the entire project as well. With a
PC server and RAID storage, you can
off-load projects to a client's FireWire

drive or store media and data for future use.
Call us for details 800-266-7225 I www.middleatlantic.com
EXCEPTIONAL SUPPORT & PROTECTION PRODUCTS'"
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Using a fiber switch to connect
multiple RAID storage systems to
smart storage allows broadcasters
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to effectively share footage and data

across all platforms. Adjusting the
ratio between smart and dumb stor-

age is a constant balancing act based on current project needs and
projecting storage needs that are in
the queue.

While having all projects online
all the time is ideal, it is not very

approximate baseline total of disk
space you are going to consume for
the project.
An easy way to get the baseline total is to use the AJA Data Rate Calculator Application Version 2. (Visit
http://tinyurl.com/45x3fm to download the TAR file.) This will quickly

show you how much data will be
consumed per hour. Remember, this
will not tell you the complete storage

requirement, but it is a good quick
reference tool that is easy to use.

BE

Dennis Ho is president of Digital Jungle
Post Production.

cost-efficient. For now, a hybrid storage scenario works well within most

workflows. And here, it's important

to remember that it's not only the
amount of storage that matters, but
also the type and how it's managed
that is crucial.

While having all
projects online
all the time is
ideal, it is not
very cost-efficient.
For now, a hybrid
storage scenario
works well within
most workflows.
Last but not least, we must always

remember to properly budget disk
space for all of our projects. First,
what are you going to edit with? No
matter what format you start on, you
have to choose a codec that is going
to fit well within the budget.
At the moment, 4K is the biggest
hog of disk space, which is why most

editors choose to convert it into a
more manageable format like HD.

If you shoot SD DigiBeta, you
might consider DV as your offline
codec. Either way, you need to know

the amount of media that has been
shot in order to have enough disk

With Sundance Digital, good broadcasting and good business go
hand in hand. Using our automa:ion software, you can improve the
efficiency, accuracy, productivity and profitability of your broadcast
and news aperations. By integratng digital television and information
technologies, we give you the capability to manage your entire broadcast
workflow. As a result, you'll get greater control, more flexibility and
unprecedented speed. That's what we mean when we say well improve

your on -air product - and your bottom line.

And speaking of great ideas, we've combined everything you expect
from Sundance Digital - excepional service, open technology, reliable
products - and added the power of an industry leader. Now, as part
of Avid, we have even mere reso-irces to serve your business

space while editing.

Once you know your compression, find out how many megabytes

per second it takes to sustain that
particular compression. Take the
megabytes per second, and then

www.sundancedigital.corn
972.444.8442

multiply by 3600. You now have the
October 2008 I broadcastengineering.com
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Ascent Media Network Services' West London playout
facility uses Marquis' Medway to provide seamless file
interchange functionality. This allows media to flow at
full network capacity between a range of broadcasting
applications.
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automation

Your guide to achieving successful systems
integration in a cross -platform, multipurpose
digital broadcasting environment starts here.
RY GRANRY PATRICK

Despite recent advances, the successful integration of systems over a network to enable

efficient workflows in a cross -platform,
multipurpose broadcasting environment
continues to be a challenge. If we look at what's actually involved in this process, we can understand why
this challenge remains and identify ways to achieve an
efficient solution.
To begin, there are 14 parameters ranging from frame
size through compression that need to be matched in order to move a clip between two boxes. And yet, this still
doesn't actually improve our workflow. All this achieves
is what we used to do by taking a tape from one VTR
to another! File -based workflows start to pay dividends
when the clip carries its own description, i.e., the meta data, so that the system can automaticallly file it, process
it, index it and deliver it.

Workflow
A workflow can signify many different things. In
this article, it's the human activity required to make the
system deliver the desired output, whether it be a program, a news bulletin, a promo or a whole channel. Obviously the objective is to ensure that the people using
the system add as much value as they can at each stage
without having to perform repetitive tasks that reduce
overall efficiency. Repetitive tasks should be automated.
Information, once entered, is part of the system. And

Identifying the essential
metadata - and ensuring
that this is carried through the
system - is key to the success
of integrated workflows.

Metadata
The number of metadata variants is as great as the
number of manufacturers' products multiplied by the
number of different applications that the users require.

housekeeping tasks should allow the user to make criti-

Even if we find a standard way of encoding the metadata,
there would never be a standard for the different pieces

aspect of achieving this efficiency is to ensure tight integration between the different parts of the system.

of metadata that need to be carried, as these are tied to
the specific workflow we are trying to achieve. There
have been a number of attempts at creating metadata
frameworks such as DMS-1, Dublin Core, SMEF and
most recently BXF. However, when made sufficiently
flexible, they become very complex, making them difficult to use. This is unfortunate because a workflow often
only needs a very simple but specific set of metadata.

Identifying the essential metadata - and ensuring that this is carried through the system along with
the clip material - is key to the success of integrated
workflows.

cal decisions easily and then carry out the rest of the
work automatically. It becomes clear that an important

Systems
Systems from single manufacturers may be efficient
only for performing the precise tasks for which they have
been designed. However, caution needs to be applied be-

cause, in the future, the manufacturer may develop its
system to benefit the maximum number of customers,
which may not suit your own development path.
An option is to build a system from a selection of
manufacturers' file -based products - each chosen to
suit your application. These products must be integrated to support efficient workflows. Different products
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have different needs from their files.
An ingest or playout server will have

the target product in its native format,
all without any interim copies, and as
a continuous data stream offering the
highest performance.
Moving the file is not enough. The

a file structure that is designed to allow the server maximum levels of per-

formance when recording or streaming the clips. This may mean that the
video and the audio can be interleaved.

It may also mean that an interframe
compression is more efficient than an
intraframe compression.
An archive system will be primarily concerned with the size of the files

and the ease with which they can be
managed. An editing system will be
more tuned for rapid access to any
part of the file, favoring intraframe

Initiate
transfer

In the context of media file integration, the control system may be a conventional automation system, but it is
more likely to be an asset management
system with some degree of workflow

metadata must stay with the file so

automation. As well as providing a

that the workflow remains efficient. In
most cases, the metadata relating to a
clip is not stored with the clip itself but
in a separate data structure - whether
that be a database or simple clip reference file. The integration layer needs
to fetch the metadata, translate it and
deliver it to the target systems, at the
same time as it is delivering the media.

mechanism for initiating the transfers,
there must be a mechanism that allows
the receiver to be aware of the incoming material and its transfer status.

(See Figure 1.)

For major installations and enterprise -level performance, the system
should be able to gracefully handle as
many exception cases as possible. Files

may fail to transfer for many reasons,
and it is important to notify the users

Edit
meta data

Notify
Control

Source
database

Target
database
Audio

Network
interface

File

unwrap

Extract

Transc ode

Embed

Source
device

File

wrap

Netwok
interface

Target
device

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram showing integration process for file -based workflows

compression, and allowing the playing
of large numbers of separate audio files
with the video. This tends to lead to a

Control
The ability to move media is not use-

dio) file structure. Effects systems may

ful without a method to control those
movements. Like with video routers,
the control system may be built into

store uncompressed video to reduce
the effect that multiple generations of

the integration layer application. Alternatively, there may be a need to man-

compression have on image quality.
All of these systems have different

age and monitor these movements

separate component (video and au-

file structures for different reasons,
but they all need to be integrated. An
integration layer will ensure that material can be moved as seamlessly as
possible. Ideally, this integration layer
will access one product in its native file

format, convert the file and deliver to

72

from a higher level control system that
has business and workflow logic built
into it. Of course, if both methods exist, any transactions initiated via an external control system should be visible

using the manual method as well. In
this way, it can act as a backup strategy
in the event of a failure.
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(probably both source and destination
users) that the transfer has failed.
Systems used for this kind of integration need to be flexible so they can
be configured for a range of media for-

mats and metadata structures. These
systems must also be precise so that
everything transferred is valid and not
spurious or corrupted. This ensures
that the resulting files at the destination are formed for the intended target
device. These two requirements tend to
conflict, making the detail of providing
reliable integration difficult to achieve
and maintain over a long period.

Manufacturers will upgrade their

Reduce Operating Expenses
with

Dynamic Hubbing
S.M.R.R.T

MIRK,

Monitor and Control
From anywhere

Without KVM switching
Without "remote desktop"
Ideal for disaster recovery

Reports
Created automatically
Emailed directly to you
Discrepancy reports, missing material lists, and more

Hands -Free Traffic Interface
Finds & converts log to schedule
Finds dub list, populates ingest data
Finds and runs purge list

BXF Live Log capability
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TV AUTOMATION
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sales@florical.com

www.florical.com
352.372.8326
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Benefits

user interface and workflow behavior.

workflow and flexibility of the system
are the compromises accepted in order
to deliver a network that can be used in
these kinds of environments.
Some broadcasters have already
found the answer to their cross -platform, multi -application integration
problems by using specialized integra-

Movement

tion software. Such solutions act as
media highways for content to move

accessibility, financial and time savings
through fewer manual processes, better
use of existing assets, and improved re-

products and software versions, chang-

ing the manner in which third -party
systems communicate with them. The
integration layer must have a flexible
architecture that allows it to be adapted to this continuously changing land-

scape, while still offering consistent

All of this is often carried out in an IT

freely between a range of applications

environment. Designing a secure network that supports the file movement
and sharing needed requires skills that
are in short demand. Most engineers
skilled in general IT applications don't
have experience dealing with the kinds
of network and file traffic experienced
in a broadcast facility. Most broadcast
engineers don't have the experience in

irrespective of their hardware plat-

designing and configuring network
systems to be efficient and secure. In
many cases, over -engineering and accepting unnecessary limitations in the

As well as optimized interoperability between best -of -breed products, including solid-state and disk -based cam-

corders, an array of other benefits can
be achieved by using specialized integration software. A few of these benefits

include improved media tracking and

forms or software architectures.

porting procedures. Improved reporting procedures can be accomplished

This approach not only overcomes
any interconnectivity bottlenecks, but
also optimizes workflow efficiency

by using the metadata to provide useful
data to back -office systems for integra-

through advanced manipulation and
management of metadata. Media is
wrapped and streamed for movement

billing and statistics reporting.

through the production process, allow-

sult looks so smooth and easy that it
leaves everybody asking, "How come

ing the metadata to remain attached.
Such software allows for tightly integrated workflows based uniquely on
the user's objectives and resources.

tion with administrative tasks such as

Most frustratingly, when it all
comes together and works, the rethat was so difficult?!"

BE

Granby Patrick is partner director of
technology for Marquis Broadcast.
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is your broadcast operation
costing the earth?
iTX - saving you money, saving energy
When did you last think about the environmental impact
of your broadcast fad'
. or what it costs you in power
consumption alone?
Making the move to IT -based technologies delivers lower
CAPEX lower energy consumption. lower OPEX.
It's time to join the 1TX revolution.

the future starts here...
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IITheTV news business is in a state of transition. Not only are

the technologies used to shoot, write, edit and playout stories in an accelerated stage of change, but the very notion of

re"

Vvhat it means to be a television news organization is evolving.

[THOMSON

01110,1

JVC

SONY"
Silver Sponsors

While new distribution platforms - such as the Internet, cell
phones and the much anticipated mobile DTV receivers - create an opportunity for newsrooms to extend their reach and
their brand, they also demand a re-examination of how news
personnel and technology should be employed.
At the same time, a decline in national advertising sales, competition from new media sources, continuing capital demands

for DTV infrastructure build out and larger concerns about
the nation's financial system are greatly affecting how station
news departments manage their way through these changes.
News technology aimed at improving workflow efficiencies is
part of the answer. However, an even more important piece

is using that technology to fulfill the ultimate mission of a
TV newsroom, namely providing important, interesting local
news content that viewers turn to regardless of the platform
they choose to use.
To help engineers and managers address these challenges,
Broadcast Engineering and Broadcasting & Cable magazines
have joined forces to produce a series of supplements and private technical symposiums focused on practical solutions.This

supplement and symposium are focused on newsroom technology. We've assembled key vendor and industry experts to
offer both their thoughts and experience and to answer your
questions.

onathan Chalon
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Vice President,
Entertainment Technology Division
Group Publisher,
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Radio magazines
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Publisher,
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HD AURORATM SUITE

IT -BASED NEWS PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS

THOMSON
it
images & beyond/

COLLABORATE LIKE NEVER BEFORE.
Central to collaborative newsgathering operation is the IT -based
infrastructure behind it. And the Thomson Grass ValleyTm IT -based Auroral"'
news production suite and the K2TM media server and client systems
provide your personnel with the tools that allow team members to work
together in ways previously thought impossible. Freedom of format, media,
compression and codecs-our HD news tools enhance every aspect of
your Digital News Production workflow at an affordable price.

For more information, visit us on the web at:
www.thomsongrassvalley.com/hdnews

Keynote interview

A
radical
transformation
Succeeding in today's media environment means giving
consumers more - something that will require a major
shakeup in newsrooms and attitudes.
broadcast business
model doesn't work any-

The

terviewing, writing and presenting.

"These people shoot their own
video. They shoot their own still
photography in the print world.

more and needs a top -to -

bottom overhaul of technology, operational approaches and
attitudes to succeed going forward,
says Jerry Gumbert, president and
CEO of Audience Research & De-

They are real comfortable with posting on the Web and HTML. They're
graphic designers, and they are video
editors," he says. "In today's world,

velopment. Gumbert, who delivered one of the keynotes during

that is not it a difficult thing to do
based on the technology:'
These changes are needed so stations can fulfill their primary goal:

the News Technology Summit produced by Broadcast Engineering and

Broadcasting & Cable magazines
Sept. 24-25 in Dallas, contends

putting more people on the street
gathering news and information.
"If we do what the print world
is doing - putting fewer pages in

broadcasters must ask themselves a
fundamental question.
"We all have to step back and ask,

the paper because ad volume won't

`Based on changing media consumption by consumers, based on

Stations must spend money and time

the multiple platforms that they
are consuming news and enter-

equipping their journalists with the

tainment on, based on technology
evolution and innovation, what's
the best way to march forward to

do things at the highest level of

have to look at the newsroom and

production, to be as productive as
possible and to be as impactful as

the people who make the most

possible?'" he says.

chors," he says.

Gumbert, who advises many of

money there, and those are the an-

Viacom/CBS, ABC/Disney and Media General, says broadcasters must

While anchors should remain the
face of the brand, much more will
be required of them going forward.
"Anchors can't just be newscasters; they have to be the chief jour-

shake off business as usual in to-

nalists of the television stations

day's media environment and focus
on improvements to productivity.

they serve," Gumbert says. "They
have to be productive and impactful in that position."
Improving productivity isn't con-

the largest media brands, including

News Corp./FOX, Time Warner,

"Clearly, we can't keep using at
any level in the television station the
core operational systems in place for
the better part of 40 years," he says.

In particular, Gumbert identifies
the newsroom for sweeping changes
because for most local stations with
a serious commitment to news, they
are the central moneymaker.

"First and foremost, when you
look at a television station, you

S4

skills needed to become multimedia
journalists, says Jerry Gumbert, president and CEO of Audience Research
& Development.

fined to anchors. What's needed are

multimedia journalists who "have
skill sets that journalists of the past
and unfortunately many who are

working journalists today don't
possess," Gumbert says.

While multimedia journalists are
journalists first, they also possess a
broad variety of skills beyond in -

News Technology Summit I September 24-25

support the business model - that
just lessens the value proposition
between customer and media company even more dramatically," he
says. "If there has ever been a time
when we should be giving customers more, not less, it is now because
they have so many choices."
Gumbert acknowledges these
prescriptions for what ails TV news
may bruise some egos. But managing their way through ruffled feathers is only a first step for stations.
For this medicine to work, stations
must spend money and time equipping their journalists with the skills
needed to become multimedia
journalists and for their anchors to
transition into chief journalists.

"If we don't step up and make
that investment, then our ability
to grow our revenue is not only
going to be eclipsed, our revenue
will begin to deteriorate at a rapid
rate because we are not equipped to
deliver what the consumer needs,"
Gumbert says. "We can either catch

up to consumers and give them
what they want, or we are going to
lose out in this game."

A sponsored supplemeit to Broadcast Engineering and Broadcasting & Cobh'

MediaFUSETM

AUTOMATED CONTENT REPURPOSING

THOMSON
images & beyond

CONTENT ONLY PAYS WHEN
IT'S DISTRIBUTED QUICKLY.
In today's marketplace, people decide when, where and how they consume content.
For forward -thinkers who see this as a revenue opportunity, we offer the
Thomson Grass ValleyTm MediaFUSE solution -an extension of the Ignite TM
system that is revolutionizing automated production.
MediaFUSE is a streamlined software and hardware platform that allows broadcasters to:

Automate the re -purposing of content within minutes, including alternate stories that
did not make it to air.
Insert alternate content and ads into live streams, tag content for syndication and
specify delivery options for restricted content.
Communicate to select third -party advertising traffic -management systems and
reconcile between over -the -air ad traffic management and Internet advertising systems.

MediaFUSE-Create Once, Publish Everywhere.

For more information, visit us on the web at:
www.thomsongrassvalley.com/medialuse

0 2008 Sony Electronics Inc. An rights reserved. Reproduction In whole or In part without written permission Is prohibited. Features and specifications are
subject to change without notice. Sony, Professional Disc, XOCAM, HDNA and the HDNA logo are trademarks of Sony. Images on monitors are simulated.
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So many formats, one solution.
The world's first Gigabit Ethernet HD AV/IT recorder.
Solve infrastructure headaches with Sony's innovative PDW-HD1500, It's a Gigabit Ethernet

data drive that can write any flash memory file format from any codec onto affordable,
exchangeable Professional Disc'" media. Once your files are on optical disc, the possibilities
are endless. Preview from a web browser. Transfer over data networks. Exchange content
using the affordable PDW-Ul PC drive. And archive with powerful digital asset management.
It doesn't stop there. The HD1500 is also an XDCAM HD recorder that delivers spectacular
1920 x 1080 resolution, rich 4;2.2 color, and complete surround sound with eight channels
of uncompressed audio. Need to archive and exchange files from the latest flash memory
and optical disc camcorders? Sony's PDW-HD1500. Problem solved.

(b click: sony.com/xdcam for an interactive video on the ultimate AV/IT workflow solution.

The
challenge
of
TV
news
No longer is it sufficient simply to put the best
news product on -

air. New distribution platforms like the Internet and mobile phones
are demanding thatTV newsrooms re-evaluate their mission.
BY PHIL KURZ
I

I

The evolution of tapeless editing tools is helping newsrooms
transition into "local media outlets" serving multiple I
distribution platfom-s. (Photos courtesy KLTV in Tyler, TX.)

I

t's no secret that television
newsrooms are facing a variety of budget, personnel

ers," who are affluent, well-educated, relatively young and more regu-

and technological challenges
these days. Permeating all of these,
however, is the single most impor-

viewers of network news. While not
close to being the majority of news
consumers, Net-Newsers do reflect

tant test facing TV newsrooms:
how to enhance their brand in a

the tendency of relatively younger
people to seek out news from nontraditional sources.

1

time when Americans by the millions, particularly younger Americans, are seeking out news and information elsewhere.
Survey results released by the
Pew Research Center for the People & the Press in August revealed

37 percent of the general public
regularly gets its news online, up
24 percentage points from a decade
ago. More to the point, the Pew research identified 13 percent of news
consumers it dubbed as "Net -News -

S8

lar readers of political blogs than

Taken with the 23 percent that
Pew identified as Integrators, those

who select TV as their top news
source but also turn to the Internet
daily for news, the two segments
represent a sizeable piece of the total news audience that is regularly
turning to competitive new media
for news and information.
For television stations, the shifting news consumption patterns of
such a large portion of the audience

News Technology Summit I September 24-25

raises the challenge of how best to
allocate limited financial and journalistic resources in a way that attracts viewers and regular Internet
visitors to their brand - not simply
their on -air channel assignments or
Web sites.

"There's no question that the
traditional notion of television stations and TV news is in a profound
state of transition," says Jeff Kiernan, news director of WBZ/WBSK
in Boston.
Kiernan was among several panelists exploring the challenges fac-

ing TV news operations at the
Broadcast Engineering and Broadcasting & Cable News Technology
Summit in Dallas Sept. 24-25.

"I'm bullish on television," he
says. "I'm bullish on television

A sponsored supplement to Broadcast Engineering and Broadcasting & Cable

graphics

asset mgmt

Real-time graphics for sports,
branding and story telling,
with advanced control
and news room integration

Viz Ardome and Viz Video
Hub are full-fledged media
asset management
solutions

maps

publishing

Curious Maps
produces branded
maps and geographical
3d animations

Escenic content
management software

for digital media publishing

ecause it is about being local and
generating local content. How the

public receives the content will
continue to develop, and to a degree that's the unknown?'
As Kiernan sees things, access to
news from other platforms requires
television station newsrooms to begin transitioning from simply being TV news sources into becoming
"local media outlets" that serve up
"interesting local stories and good
local video and sound" regardless
of the distribution platform.
Brian Bracco, vice president news
at Hearst -Argyle Television, shares

on their computers, and they have
your brand sitting in their tray or
they are listening to things going
on, such as a political speech of a
candidate visiting locally that we
don't cover on -air but might stream
live on the Web site?' Bracco says.
"They're seeing things online, so
by 5 p.m. or 6 p.m., our news can't
be stale. It can't be old. We cannot

the station's news operations onto
the Web, mobile phones and other

platforms that may be the shape
of things to come, it's necessary to
keep the importance of these new
distribution alternatives in perspective, says Mike Devlin, president
and general manager of WFAA in
Dallas and News Technology Summit panelist.

a similar philosophy and takes it
a step further, suggesting stations
making this transition adopt what
he describes as "a 24/7 mentality?'

"Rather than your traditional
5 p.m., 6 p.m., 10 p.m. or 11 p.m.
newscast and morning newscast,
I think the demands of the news
cycle are such that we have to be on
the Web, on mobile and on TV, and
we have to be on all the time?' says

Bracco, also a News Technology
Summit panelist.
At KLTV in Tyler, TX, the Web

presence of the station is so important to news director and News
Technology Summit panelist Kenny
Boles that he has taken to calling it
"our other TV station?'
"That's how we've described it,
trying to educate everyone in the

While KLTV in Tyler,TX, has one Internet producer, Kathryn Khalil (shown), all
news managers, producers and most news photographers at the station are
responsible for Web maintenance.

hold stories for our newscasts. We

"I'm glad we have the Web because

have to publish them online. We

it is showing some growth, but it is
a very small percentage of the revenue we get from spot television. It is
dwarfed by spot television?' he says.
"I know it is a relatively new medium, and it has some nice growth on
small numbers, but there is no way
you could support a large television
newsroom based on revenue from

don't have to publish all the details
of the stories, but we have to publish some of them because we know

Given the economy, expanding local
TV news onto the Web and beyond
on a 24/7 basis is a tall order.
newsroom to make them under-

there is a huge audience between

stand just how important this plat-

10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on the Web.
"How else are we going to get the
word out? On our own air when we
have an exclusive story? Or, we can
use our own air, the Web and a mobile device to say, 'Come watch. We
have more on this exclusive."

form is?' he explains.

The importance of the Web and
other emerging distribution platforms to the brand identity of a
station in its local market cannot
be understated when today's typical news consumption patterns are
considered, Bracco says.

"Most people go to work, turn

Si0

Financing the future

While expanding the reach of

News Technology Summit September 24-25

the Web site. You are not supporting
helicopters, satellite trucks and live

trucks by your Web site
Particularly in this economy,

when some automakers are struggling to stay afloat and cutting back
on their television advertising, ex-

panding local TV news onto the
Web and beyond on a 24/7 basis is
a tall order.
"I've been in the news business
for three decades now, and I don't

If your production is this critical,

chances are, you're already using Ross.

on the loca news.
Heard about it on the radio. Had to see it for erselfPower
of OverDrive.
Late breaking story, one operator, live feeds, no problem. The

Seeing is believing. Ross - Give 'em what they came

for.
openGear
Vision

oftMetal

Over Drive
At Ross, we believe every production is
critical. The OverDrive Automated
Production Control System was designed
with this in mind. As the clear market
leader, OverDrive offers the widest range
of tools that enable users to efficiently
manage their live productions. Scripted,
un-scripted or fast -paced on -the -fly
productions are brought to air cleanly,
every time. With systems in 9 of the top
10 markets in North America, and top
facilities across mid and small markets,
OverDrive is the best choice for your
critical productions.

Ross Video designs, markets, manufactures, and supports a wide range of innovative
products for use in broadcast, distribution, live event and production applications. Ross
products are found in over 100 countries and are used 24 hours a day. 365 days a year
to produce and distribute video and audio signals. www.rossvideo.com

OverDrive
Production Control System

ROSS
liue Production Technology

open solutions =open opportunities
Avid is delivering more value with open solutions that solve your toughest challenges.
Read our Open Solutions Whitepaper and find out how - www.avid.com/opennewsroom

Open Standards = Future Proof Solutions
Many of Avid's open solutions are achieved through the use of industry standard open formats and
protocols. Occasionally, however, close integration calls for solutions that interface directly with Avid
software applications through the use of APIs (Application Programming Interfaces). Prospective
implementers are invited to enter into a license agreement with Avid and participate in the appropriate
development partner program. These agreements and programs help ensure sustainability of third party
development efforts because licensed users are notified of updates, and may also be entitled to access
technical support from Avid to assist in development.
1440.0.040.0400.0400444
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Open Storage Solutions = Open Workflow
What is not always recognized is that Avid storage is not restricted to supporting Avid applications and
workflows. Other applications you may use to support your workflow - 3D animation or modeling packages for example - can also access and store their data in the Avid environment, thus extending to them
the same level of security and controlled access as that enjoyed by the Avid media itself. When storage
is combined with an Avid workgroup solution, any non -Avid assets can be tracked, as well as Avid native
ones, greatly enhancing the overall total system integration.
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Open to Third Party Innovation = Maximizing Your Media
Avid® Media Toolkit is designed to make it as easy as possible for third party partners to generate or access
media in the same OP -Atom format used by the Avid editing applications. The toolkit, which is supplied in
the form of an SDK (Software Development Kit), greatly simplifies the task of constructing and decoding
OP -Atom files. Routines are provided to create files, add tracks to those files, and populate the tracks with
media. Complementary routines are available to retrieve media essence from existing files.

Open Asset Management = Seamless Integration
Avid Interplay® Web Services are based on industry standard open platform SOAP technologies and
expose many of the functions that were previously only accessible through the Interplay Access
application. Through the use of Web services, third parties can now integrate Interplay seamlessly
into their customized automated workflows.
powobaehwalme.4.1414100.44
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Open Archive Solutions = Protecting Your Content
Media assets probably represent the single biggest investment of enterprises involved with content
creation. And users of these assets will almost certainly want to preserve them in as secure an environment as
possible. Avid offers a number of archiving solutions, including support for third party archive management
and robotic library systems.

,..040""416.""."404,0440064011"."
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Open Automation = Innovative Solutions
Avid also provides solutions for Transmission automation through its Sundance Digital range of products.
By their very nature, automation systems must interface with a wide range of third party systems and
applications. Sundance engineers are actively participating in the SMPTE committee that has developed
a format for the exchange of - particularly traffic related - broadcast data. Once adopted by traffic and
automation vendors, it promises to deliver very close integration between delivery systems, scheduling
departments and automation control.
77;
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t ink we have ever faced greater

expected of existing personnel.

ago newsroom computers first ap-

challenges than we do today," Boles
says. "We've seen a significant

"I think we are expecting more
from people, which is a culture
shift for many of them," Devlin
says. "If you were an anchor and
your job was to anchor a five p.m.
newscast, that was about it. We're
now going to ask you to do some
reporting and to cut an insert for

peared is a classic example, he says.

downturn in national sales numbers, and that's had a dramatic im-

pact on local stations - large and
small markets alike."

Despite the downturn, stations
don't have the luxury of ignoring
the changing news consumption

"There was an anchor who put
her electric typewriter under her
desk because she said, 'I know this
computer is going to break down
sometime:" Bracco recalls. "It just

gathered dust for about a year.

the question: How many will

Then one day we took a power hit
and lost all of the power to our station for a period of time. I
looked down at the electric
typewriter and said, 'That
typewriter isn't going to do

be left standing at the end

you any good. We still don't

of the day?" Kiernan says. "I

have electricity: The next
day she threw it in the gar-

the digital channel."

habits of their viewers.

"I think whether small or
large market, a lot of us ask

think the ones that will be
standing at the end of the

bage. There are always going to be people who resist
change. It's our job to move
them into the digital era?'
Unlike long-time staff

day are the ones that are con-

stantly making themselves
relevant to consumers?'

For KLTV, making the
station relevant to viewers takes many forms during this general business

and journalists with

downturn. On air, it has
meant relying on audience
research to identify areas
where savings can be made
without diminishing the
news product. The station's

morning news show is

pared to be versatile and
ready to take on a variety of
responsibilities, Boles says.

"You can't just hire a

a

producer now who doesn't

case in point.
"Using research as a basis,
we found when our viewers
get up in the morning, they

know how to edit, who

don't want repeats from

doesn't know how to grab
a camera, and run out and
Small, lighter

easy -to -use tapeless cameras are
helping newsrooms increase their presence in the
community and capture more news footage.

the night before," Boles
says. "They really want to
know what's going on now that is

important, significant and newsworthy. That lets us draw more on
our national resources - ABC and
CNN - for live shots from around
the country and around the world.
Even though we've had to cut our

budget a little bit when it comes
to personnel, we've increased it a
little in the satellite area in order
to reach out and draw on the resources that are available to us."

More generally, the weakening
economy has required stations to
rethink who gets hired and what's

S14

es-

tablished job expectations,
new personnel being considered for positions in the
newsroom must come pre-

He adds, "From their perspective, it's: 'You're not paying me
anymore.' From our perspective,
it's: 'We are in a mature medium:

shoot a story if needed,"
he explains. "We're having to hire smarter, and

the people we hire need to
bring more to the table than they
did before. They need to bring a
cross -training in different jobs
and responsibilities throughout

and particularly this year when we
are not making any more than we
made last year, we need some new
streams of revenue?'

the newsroom. You can't have any
one person who only knows how
to do one thing anymore."

The compensation question is
only one aspect of the equation of
asking staff to learn more and take

Technology to the rescue?
The transition from linear tape
news production to file -based

on added responsibility, Bracco
says. Many people simply resist

workflows could not have come
at a better time for stations. As

change. An anchor who previously

pressure mounts to write, pro-

worked with Bracco when years

duce and edit content for multiple

News Technology Summit September 24-25
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On Air. On Time. On Budget.
JVC's GY-HD250 Camera System. Everything you need to broadcast high-performance HD.
Studios in markets all across the country are making the move from SD to high-performance HD. And JVC's GY-HD250

is the camera broadcasters nationwide are selecting because of its innovative features, superb picture quality and
unmatched value advantages. No other camera system makes transitioning to HD easier or more affordable than the
GY-HD250. It offers our exclusive camera control unit (CCU) with Remote Control Panel for painting and shading, a large
studio viewfinder, and an uncompressed 720p or 1080i HD -SDI output.

Talk to the Pros at JVC for all the details on the GY-HD250 Camera System. Call 1-800-582-5825

or

visit www.jvc.com/pro.

www.jvc.com/pro

JAM

The Perfect Experienc /Studio photo is courtesy of VVTVR-TV (Raycom Media) in Richmond, VA. ©2008 JVC Professional Products Company.

The industry's fastest

THE NEWSFORCETM HD/SD NEWS SOLUTION:
NewsForce- is the interoperable suite of lightning -quick newsroom tools from Harris, including a new
generation of MOS-enabled Velocity'" editors and full integration of Apple° Final Cut Pro®.
NewsForce- makes all content available to all users instantly - even during ingest - by harnessing the
speed and reliability of the NEX10- SAN. Nothing is faster than having every element you need the
moment you need it.
For more information, visit www.broadcast.harris.com/newsforce or contact a Harris representative
at +1 888 843 7004.

HD/SD news

platform

"Anytime we can manipulate the rundown on the fly,
slam in a little breaking news and get it to air before
the competition...we love that. NewsForceTM just works
great for us."
- Randall Smith, Senior Director, K VOA News Tucson

FAST. FORMAT TRANSPARENT. INTEROPERABLE.
Accelerate your news workflow with these components:
Apple Final Cut Pro- On -SAN Editor

Velocity ESX- On -SAN

Inscriber® G7- Integrated
Graphics System

Editor

Velocity XNG- Field Editor
Velocity PRX- Proxy Editor

NEXIO MOS Playlist Manager'"
Playout Server

NEXIO InstantOnline III Conforming Engine

Invenio® or Cornperio- Asset
Management

CENTRIO- Multiviewer

assuredcommunications.
Broadcast Communications Defense Communications and Electronics Government Communications Systems

www.harris.com
Harris Stratex Networks

platforms, the efficiencies produced by working with files helps
news managers meet growing edi-

KLTV's Web site gives the news
director a daily glimpse of what's

important to viewers and helps

torial demands by keeping new

him in his editorial planning and

hires to a minimum.
"We've seen significant personnel savings resulting from our file based workflow," Boles says. "Not
only has it enabled us to do more
and do it more quickly than before,
but yes, there were a couple of tape
editors whom we didn't need anymore simply because their primary
job was simple tape playback on
air. Those positions were phased
out. It also has allowed us to take
our tape editors and use them more
for Internet maintenance because it
simply doesn't take as long as it did
before to do the work."
While maximizing efficiency is

decision -making process.
"It certainly helps shape your editorial decisions," Boles says. "You

"One of our goals in our morning newscast is to literally start a di-

alog with viewers at the beginning
part of the day," Kiernan says. "It
starts with our reporting on inter-

esting and important stories during the newscast, and having that

important, it shouldn't cloud the
bigger picture, namely producing
relevant, interesting content, Devlin says.
"I am just a content guy," he says.

"I think the technology is great, and
it helps us do what we do, but people
don't watch technology. At the end
of the day, if you have content that
is interesting, you'll get an audience.
Otherwise, it's moving tapioca pudding around efficiently. Tapioca is
not very interesting to watch."

Content, not technology, must
be in the driver's seat in order to
thrive in these challenging times,
he advises.

"We can digitize all we want,"
Devlin says. "We can slice it and dice

Even though newsrooms increasingly are serving up content to the Web and
mobile devices, on -air local television news remains their core product with
the farthest -reaching impact on their communities.

are able to see a specific breakdown

of how many page views you got
for specific stories."

In effect, the Web is a feedback
loop from viewers that has given
the news director new insight into
his audience.

"One of the things it has taught

us is there are stories that transcend any regional appear Boles
says. "We can have our local sto-

Content, not technology, must be
in the driver's seat in order to thrive
in these challenging times.
it. We can go from 10 people to one
person editing. But is what they are
editing interesting? The audience is
pretty indifferent to our process?'

One way technology can assist
in keeping content relevant and
interesting is directly related to
the Web, Boles says. Specifically,
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ries mixed in with the top state
headlines, and if there's a dramatic
story out of Houston, Dallas or San
Antonio, on any given hour of the
day, it can get more page views than
our local content?'
WBZ is taking this sort of viewer
feedback to another level.

News Technology Summit I September 24-25

dialog literally takes place during
the newscast and after via new media in real-time via text messaging,
blogging and Internet chats about
those stories being aired?'

Fade to black
Regardless of the challenges facing TV newsrooms, reporters, editors and producers shouldn't lose
sight of the fact that today is an extraordinary time to be a journalis.

"I think this

is

probably the

most exciting time in journalism?"
Bracco says. "I guess all times are
exciting, but these are really exciting. There are so many opportunities for so many different types of
journalists to be contributing to all
of these different platforms. I think

the journalists coming out now
who embrace all of these new technologies are going to be the leaders
down the road, and they will make
the change easier."
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Remaining
competitive
To continue being relevant to viewers, broadcasters must
transform their newsroom workflows, free up resources, and
focus on delivering more and better news.
Broadcasters don't

have

"I remember it wasn't that long

a choice if they wish to

ago that some of us worked in

remain

newsrooms that were both TV and
radio newsrooms. Reporters at the
time didn't think twice about filing
a story for TV or radio. The same
is true for whatever technologies

competitive in
today's rapidly evolving
media climate. They must implement more efficient workflows, free
up resources, and focus their efforts
on better serving their viewers and
advertisers, says Dave Lougee, president of the Broadcasting Division
of Gannett.
Lougee, who is delivering one of
three keynote speeches at the News
Technology Summit, organized by
Broadcast Engineering and Broad-

casting & Cable magazines Sept.
24-25 in Dallas, points out that the
rise of broadband, the Internet and
the evolving media consumption
habits of the general public demand

that broadcasters understand what
their competitive advantages are
and what they are not.
"In the past, so much of our business was built around our distribution, towers and transmitters. Having a license gave you an advantage
in business that resulted from having
a very valuable and unique way into
the home," Lougee says. "As broadband gets ubiquitous, that opens up
a whole new set of issues, relative to
our distribution advantage. We continue to have an advantage, but we
don't have the same hold on distribution that we once did."

Lougee says. "What we have in our
newsrooms are journalists. We have

to take advantage of that software
and those desktop applications that
make it possible for a much higher
percentage of our folks to be putting out content."
Doing so will help journalists take

advantage of the Internet to betInternet gives stations the
chance to become hyper -local in their
coverage, says Dave Lougee, presiThe

dent of the Broadcasting Division
of Gannett.

end processes at the station that
don't directly impact viewers and
advertisers.
"The technology is there for us to

ter fulfill a core broadcast mission,
namely serving the local audience.
"What we define as local doesn't
really line up with what the customer's definition of local is," Lougee explains. "As an industry, we define local as the reach of our transmitter and
then how Nielsen puts a bow around
what those transmitters reach."

change that model relatively dra-

Lougee points to the Washington,
D.C., DMA as an example.

matically," he says, "but we have to
face that as an industry."

"Inside the Washington, D.C.,
DMA is the District of Colum-

On the news side of the station,
that means a workflow that allows
journalists to create stories seamlessly for the full range of today's
distribution platforms. On the sales
side, that means taking advantage

bia; Prince George's County, MD;
Montgomery County, MD; Fairfax

of technology to streamline the

that only exists because of broadcast transmitters."
However, the Internet gives stations the chance to become hyper -

nating original local content or

sales process so more effort can be
focused on getting in front of customers and less on paperwork back
at the office, Lougee adds.
While technology offers a part of
the solution, another critical piece
is the willingness of personnel to

making direct local sales," he says.

adapt to changing demands on

To compete, TV stations must
radically transform their workflows so they can allocate a higher
percentage of resources to focus on
serving their customers' needs.
"We need to have more resources

dedicated to gathering and origi-

Currently, too much labor and
overhead cost are focused on back -
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become available in the future,"

what they do stemming from these
new workflows.
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County, VA; Arlington County, VA;
and a couple of others too," he says.

"Those to some extent are different
planets. That's a definition of local

local in their coverage. The key
to making that happen, Lougee
says, is using technology to transform workflows so that more
resources are available to generate the relevant content that serves
their communities.
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Integrating
technologies
The day of accepting technology -related glitches, especially
those that could be prevented by open communications, has
come and gone.
Fisher, president
of Cox Television, has a
simple message for tech-

television and see a newscast where

nology vendors: Open

That is the same level of frustration
to the viewer that the operator feels
when he writes a multimillion dollar check, and he gets machines that
are talking different dialects:'
That frustration also has contributed to unwillingness on the part of
many TV professionals, including

Andy

video doesn't work or where it's:
`Just a moment, we are rebooting:

your systems, let them exchange data

freely, and jettison any tendency to
depend on proprietary technology
that hinders the creation of harmonious, transparent workflows.
Fisher, who presented a keynote

speech at the News Technology
Summit produced by Broadcast Engineering and Broadcasting & Cable

Fisher, to be technology pioneers
who must grapple with the inevitable hiccups and headaches that
accompany owning Serial No. 001

magazines Sept. 24-25 in Dallas,
says the realities of today's television business preclude stations
from accepting anything less.

of any technology.

"When you are betting entire
enterprises on these multimillion

praise and our condolences," Fisher
Even among the general public,

says. "While the magazines often
feature those who are in magnificent, sparkling engineering centers

dollar systems, it is just the height
of frustration to have these glitches occur," he says. "The day is past

patience is wearing thin with tech-

when everything can be propri-

$3 million and are asking good people to try to put on a fine broadcast
and have lots of machines that don't
seem to talk the same language."

said for being among those in the
second wave after the first wave of
technology adopters has fixed the

The day of accepting technolo-

Yet, even after waiting to be part
of the second wave, several years
ago Fisher found his station at the

etary, because simply put, no machine is an island. There is something intrinsically paradoxical for
equipment manufacturers to offer

nology snafus, says Andy Fisher, president of Cox Television.

or edifices, there is something to be

an item that has to sit in a workflow
but then use proprietary linkages to
do so. That's crazy."

gy -related glitches, especially those

While acknowledging that vendors have offered stations technologies that have improved workflows

gone. Even among the general pub-

and created efficiencies in many
forms, small and medium-sized sta-

tions too often are required to live
with levels of integration among
various pieces of technology that

that could be prevented by open
communications, has come and
lic, patience is wearing thin with
technology snafus.
"You don't have to look much farther than the Macintosh -Microsoft
ad campaign to realize that frustra-

tion with technology that doesn't
work is very much a part of public

are unacceptable, he says.
"Good people are taking expen-

consciousness?' he says.
In this respect, the television

sive pieces of equipment and still
having problems getting them to
talk with each other," Fisher ex-

viewing public and television professionals share a common frustration when technology fails.
"The viewer just wants to push a
button on the television and see a

plains. "It's one thing if you are
doing this at home trying to get
your wireless network to work.
It's another thing if you just spent
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"The first adopters deserve our

newscast?' Fisher explains. "He does

not want to push a button on the

News Technology Summit I September 24-25

bugs for you."

time had a surprising amount of
difficulties with machines not talking to one another.
However, he holds out hope that
the worst may be behind the industry as it makes its transition to file -

based workflows. The Broadcast
Exchange Format (BXF), Material
Exchange Format (MXF) and MOS
offer reason to be optimistic.

"I see the current opportunity
that is beginning to develop as one
that is extremely positive?' he says.
"However, all of the vendors must
recognize the critical importance of
their various technologies truly integrating - not just in their advertisements, but also in the field."
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Industry -leading
Keynote Speakers
Plus ... interesting,

Be our guest at this exclusive, invitation
only, gathering of television industry
executives to discuss how technology
advances and business practice changes will
impact your stations' competitiveness.

informative panel discussions:

The 8th annual Competitive Television Summit

Mobile Video - New Profit Opportunities
Future Of Broadcast In An
On -Demand World

Converged Distribution: The Internet,
Mobile Devices and Beyond

New Technologies Can Enhance Your
Bottom Line

Local Origination in HD - How To Be
Cost -Effective

Innovations That Save Your Profit Margins
Dates: Wednesday/Thursday
March 4-5, 2009
Summit begins with Luncheon Keynote on Wednesday an
ends with Luncheon Keynote on Thursday. Group Dinner
with i(eynote on Wednesday evening included.

Plus: Early Arrival Cocktail Reception,

is a great networking event, designed to
explore key issues with case studies, highlevel keynotes and in-depth analysis.
Our private summits are excellent
opportunities to interact with other
broadcasters and leading vendors, to share
your experiences and learn from colleagues,
peers and industry experts. Network and
Station Group Owners, Presidents, CEOs, VPs
of Technology, CFOs, News Management and

Station Executives are encouraged to attend.
Summit registration, meals and hotel
accommodations are free. You pay only
for travel.

Registration
Meals, Hotel
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Tuesday, March 3rd, 8:00 - 10:00

Location: Orlando Airport Crowne Plaza Hotel
Attendance is limited Please register by Dec.19th.

This is an exclusive, invitation - only event, with
80-100 of the top broadcast industry executives
expected to attend. Please plan your departure
no earlier than 4:00 on Mar. 5th.

This is a private customer summit.
TO RIM IFY FOR AN INVITATION
Please contact Sandy Friedman at
646.746.6740 or sairiedmangreedbusiness.com
or, fax back your registration form to
646.746.6520.
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In general, it is hard to beat semiflexible
coaxial cable for the long cable run from

the equipment room to the broadcast
antenna.

Selecting
transmission lines
BY MICK BFNNFTT

from inside the
transmission equipment
room and reaching all the

physical requirements. Transmitter

Finally, the installation periods

power levels can range from tens to

hundreds of kilowatts. Depending

associated with the three feeder options vary significantly and need to

way to the antenna at the
top of the tower is a vital link in the
broadcast chain - the RF feeder or
transmission line. There are various
schools of thought as to what feeder solution is preferred out of three
basic variants: semiflexible coaxial
cable, rigid coaxial transmission line
and rigid rectangular waveguide.
Each feeder option differs signifi-

on the length of the run and the fre-

be factored into the selection pro -

Rising

cantly in construction, electrical performance and maneuverability. And,
no single solution is ideal in all cases.

The challenge, therefore, is how to
select the most appropriate feeder
solution for a specific application.

Broadcast transmission sites display a wide range of electrical and
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Each feeder option differs significantly
in construction, electrical performance
and maneuverability.
quency of operation, feeder insertion
loss constraints can differ greatly, and
other electrical parameters, such as
VSWR, can assume different degrees
of significance. Also, physical considerations, such as whether the feeder is
located indoors or outside (or both),
wind loadings and space restrictions,
all come into play.

broadcastengineering.com I October 2008

cess. Occasionally, one issue will be
of such importance that it overrides
other considerations.
The final selection, however, typically will be based on a combination of
the various technical priorities and the
associated cost impact. Let's look at dif-

ferent types of transmission lines and
some key considerations.
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SELECTING TRANSMISSION LINES

Coaxial cable
In general, it is hard to beat semi -

flexible coaxial cable for the long
run from the equipment room to
the antenna at the top of the tower.
Although the historical convention
in North America has often been
to deploy rigid coaxial transmission line, coaxial cable has several
advantages, particularly for outdoor applications.
The performance benefits attributed to using continuous coaxial cable include low loss and low VSWR.

This is mainly due to the lack of

frequencies of 665MHz, 6-1/8in air
dielectric cables are typically rated at
60kW. Higher -power versions, constructed with Teflon -based spacers
between the inner and outer conduc-

tors, can accommodate powers of
around 90kW. For lower -power applications, such as repeater sites or
indoor routing of the signal between
some equipment, foam -dielectric cables are a good solution.

A rigid view
The main alternative to semiflexible coaxial cable is rigid coaxial trans-

mission line, or rigid line. Like conventional semiflexible air dielectric
coaxial cables, rigid line has copper
inner and outer conductors, separated by polyethylene spacers, with air as
the main dielectric medium.
Unlike semiflexible cable, rigid line

is installed in short straight lengths

For outdoor installations, an air
dielectric construction requires the
use of pressurization equipment to

- typically up to 20ft - that are

ensure the transmission line is effec-

required transmission path. A 1000ft
line would therefore have more than
50 mechanical joints. A large number
of connections can make a rigid line
installation prone to reflections and

connected together at flanged joints
with internal couplings to form the

higher VSWR.
Despite this, many broadcast-

ers still deploy rigid feed line to the
antenna. Rigid coaxial transmission

line has similar attenuation and
power handling to feeder cable, but
it is uniquely suited to deployment
in tight spaces, where the minimum
bend radius of cable is too great. Installation, however, is considerably
more labor-intensive and time-consuming when compared with a flex
cable. Each section of rigid line has to

be hoisted for installation and then

bolted to the tower using springloaded hangers, which accommodate
expansion and contraction.
In contrast, semiflexible cable is

installed in a single length using a
process that is far simpler. A winch
Semiflexible coaxial cable is easy to install.

points of connection, which would
otherwise generate reflections.
Sweeping bends in the feeder line are

tively protected against water ingress.

This can be handled with bottles of
dry nitrogen or, if the line is quite

is attached to hoisting grips fitted to
the end of the cable, which is then
hauled up the tower, directly from
the cable drum. The coax is then con-

nected to the antenna and mounted
on the tower with simple hangers

permissible and perhaps even preferred to straight lines. There are no
90 -degree bends that can introduce
reflections that may occur in rigid

long or leaky, a dehydrator.
The ease of on -site pressurization,

feeder systems.
Coaxial cables deployed for broadcasting applications often require
relatively high -power ratings. To accommodate the heat that is produced,

advantages of using semiflexible cable
for the tower -top feeder run. With no

the rule -of -thumb is to allow two

mechanical joints along the length
of the cable, the opportunity for air
leaks is reduced. This decreases the
need for regular maintenance of the

coaxial cable. This compares favor-

pressurization system.

rectangular waveguide.

air dielectric coaxial cable construction may be preferred. At mid -UHF
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and the general lack of significant
ongoing maintenance, can add to the

broadcastengineering.comlOctober 2008

or straps.
When comparing the installation
times of the three feed line options,

days for hauling and terminating
ably to a one -week allowance for
rigid coaxial transmission line installations and two weeks for rigid

FEATURE
SELECTINGTRANSMISSION LINES

applications

sion path often comprises short sections and multiple 90 -degree bends.

of up to 200kW, rigid waveguide

These applications are far more

the join is achieved by means of a
bullet -style inner connector and an
external sleeve, held in position by

provides another RF feeder option.

easily resolved with rigid line than

hose clamps. If the system needs to be

High -power alternative
For higher -power

Comprising a rectangular aluminum waveguide cross-section, it
is typically used as a single run to
the tower top in place of a pair of
parallel cables. Notwithstanding the

lack of redundancy, the main advantage to waveguide, in addition
to the power rating, is its remarkably low insertion loss. This is typically around 0.0007dB/ft, compared
with values of 0.15dB/ft for 6-1/8in
semiflexible cable, at the mid -UHF
frequency of 665MHz.
The low insertion loss of rectangular waveguide, however, comes at a
cost, both electrically and physically.

Bandwidth and VSWR rigid -line
performance are typically inferior to
both coaxial cable and rigid line. Importantly for digital TV transmission
systems, which are sensitive to nonlinear phase distortions, the group delay
response of waveguide is also inferior.
Additionally, installation and maintenance practices are far more complex,
time-consuming and costly.
Even so, the most practical applica-

tion of rectangular waveguide is for
extremely long runs and/or very high
powers, where minimizing insertion
loss is of prime importance, and the
reduced performance in other areas is

In indoor applications, where tight spaces mean tight bends, unflanged rigid line comes
into its own.

semiflexible coaxial cable because
of semiflexible cable's inability to
handle small radii bending. This is
especially the case where high powers (and accompanying large diameter cables) are concerned.
The advantages are multiplied
when space is at a premium. Using

regarded as secondary.

90 -degree and 135 -degree elbows to
achieve bends, unflanged rigid line is

Rigid line indoors

the most flexible option for tight indoor applications. Moreover, the unf-

Indoor applications, where pressurization is unnecessary, often

rely on unflanged rigid line. This

langed rigid line is easily handled on -

site. Once the various transmission

Unflanged rigid line is the most flexible
option for tight indoor applications.
Moreover, it is easily handled on -site.

relocated as the transmission site

grows and evolves, the connections
are easily removed, adding an element
of future -proofing to the installation.

Cable selection
Each of the above cable options has

advantages in particular situations.
The choice of which feeder solution
to select is largely dependent on the
transmitted power, space availability
at the site, whether the deployment is
indoors or out, and other project -specific requirements.

In general, however, a good rule of -thumb is to consider using semi flexible coaxial cables for the run up
the tower and rigid line indoors. Such
a solution provides a good combina-

tion of features and benefits. It has

line is mainly used for RF connections between transmitters, filtering

path lengths have been determined,
the rigid line is easily cut and joined,

equipment, combiner chains and
switch frames, and for the link to

even in confined spaces.

the advantage of lower cable -to -tower mounting cost while still providing
ease of installation in small transmitter room spaces.
BE

Joining the sections of rigid lines
indoors is a simple process. Instead
of a braised- or soldered -on flange,

Mick Bennett is global product manager,
broadcast and defense systems,
Radio Frequency Systems.

an external wall where the antenna
feeder is connected. The transmis-

October 2008 I broadcastengineering.com
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NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

Panasonic's B14.111760
The LCD monitor offers CRT -level performance
at a reasonable price.
BY BARRY BRAVFRMAN

-

I

t's a noble thought to be sure
to see what we're actually doing.

focusing of HD images requires an
HD display, and the larger the bet-

its ruggedness and good performance

For shooters, one would think

ter. After all, the shooter is at a major
disadvantage peering at a 1.5in viewfinder or tiny swing -out LCD screen;
audiences are likely seeing the same

daily toil and trusty travel kits.
The new 1760 exhibits noticeably

this should be a given in a busi-

ness where seeing is everything. How-

ever, that apparently isn't the case
these days. We will discuss to no end
the relative merits of shooting 2K, 4K
or even 6K resolution, but ask about

images on a large plasma display or
otherwise projected at high magnifi-

has earned a hallowed place in our
better images overall than its lower -

cost sibling, with much improved
blacks especially apparent in challenging shadow areas. Achieving solid

The Panasonic BT-LH1760 is the new

workhorse for road warrior shooters
with a keen sense of craft. On -screen

audio meters have been added to
the new model, along with a much

The 1760 displays much better detail in a scene's brightest highlights. The builtin waveform/vectorscope provides additional feedback to avert clipping in these

improved viewing angle and blacks.

problem areas.

something practical like the quality of
a camera's viewfinder or monitor, and
our eyes grow dim. Often it seems the

that our audiences have a clearer
view of focus and color accuracy

cation. It is truly troubling to think

fantasy of capturing great images is
more appealing than actually captur-

than we do.

black has been the traditional betenoire of LCD monitors, as the fluorescent backlight projected through a
liquid film panel produced a murki-

ing great images.

Seeing what we're doing

ness that made accurate color and
contrast assessment difficult, if not

The truth is that when it comes to
setting critical focus and back -focus,

of the first reasonably priced LCD

Panasonic's BT-LH1760 is one

The truth is that when it comes to
setting critical focus and back -focus,
color accuracy, white balance and
contrast, most of us are flying blind.
color accuracy, white balance and contrast, most of us are flying blind. Per-

monitor to offer CRT -level performance. For years, many of us have

haps it is self-evident that accurate

used and appreciated the BT-LH1700;
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impossible, in the field.

The monitor reduces the blue cast

in the shadows and murkiness by
inserting a moment of black in the
refresh cycle. This is a key advantage

to doubling the panel's drive speed
to 120Hz.

The improved blacks and pronounced reduction in motion blur
are particularly evident when compared with traditional LCD displays
using a frame creation strategy. For
shooters, it is important to note that
the picture hold in the 1760 is half

FIELD REPORT
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

that of the 1700, so the rendering of

considerable. The little used Y/C jacks

fast action, especially in sports, is considerably smoother.

have been eliminated, and in their

The monitor uses advanced In Plane Switching (IPS) to improve the
viewing angle and a 3-D LUT for each

RGB color to improve color accuracy. This accuracy is enhanced by the

place a headphone jack has (finally)
been fitted. I would prefer a front mounted headphone jack, but real estate is obviously tight in these units.
However, real estate is not too tight
to preclude adding a DVI-D input for

(HD -SDI) connection. Such a workflow enhancement may seem small at
first glance but then seems suddenly
more significant on a set where simplicity and fewer cables is often the
key to successful coping.
Speaking of simplicity, the cooling
fan has been eliminated, reducing potential noise and power consumption.
Film_Rec gamma, pixel -to -pixel and
split screen modes are easily accessed

from the front panel's five function
buttons, and eight channels of audio
are now supported via an array of onscreen level meters.

Conclusion
Seeing what we're doing shouldn't
be the stuff of intrigue. Like driving a
car on a busy thoroughfare, we shoot -

The 1760 inserts a moment of black in each cycle to ensure good shadow integrity
and solid blacks.

Seeing what
we're doing
shouldn't be the
stuff of intrigue.
ers need to see clearly and accurately
where we're going. With the advent of

HD and higher resolution cameras,
it's never been more critical to see
precise focus and color.

High -definition magnifies everything we do. Along with the greater
desired picture detail comes also
greater visibility of our images' short-

The double -speed 120Hz display eliminates the afterimage motion blur typical
of most LCD displays. The improved smoothness is especially apparent in high motion sports scenes and speeding trains.

monitor's 10 -bit processing engine,
which infuses additional detail into
the LCD panel's 8 -bit gamut. This
detail can help represent scenes with
very bright highlights, as may be the
case when shooting interiors with hot

computer applications. This means a
simple HDMI to DVI-D adapter cable
makes this monitor accessible to the
growing number of AVCHD cameras.
Again, I would prefer a direct HDMI

exterior windows.

added feature in the future.

So many new goodies

Embedded audio is now standard
in the monitor, simplifying output

The improvements in the 1760 are

comings. With focus, color balance,
exposure and chromatic aberration
in our lenses, we need an increasingly
sophisticated monitor like the BTLH1760 to see it all - or at least see
as much as our viewers are seeing.

Barry Braverman is a veteran cinematographer. His latest book, "Video Shooter,"
is available from Focal Press/Elsevier.
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Camera imaging

New electronic sensors can provide benefits beyond
just higher resolution.
BY JOHN LUFF

Capturing images has always
started at the most elemen-

tal level - in fact, all the
way to elemental particles.
For nearly 200 years, chemical photography relied on the effect that photons have on chemical bonds. Moving
pictures were no different. They were
just a series of short exposures played

period, though the light is never inter-

course, horizontally it needs to com-

rupted by a mechanical shutter. Unlike film, which produces essentially
a continuous frequency spectrum

bine cells from the 1920 to get the

and falls at higher spatial frequencies,
electronic sensors have discrete sample positions in regular patterns. This
gives rise to interference with the con-

1280 needed for 720p images (not a
neat integer number at 2.666) while
maintaining aspect ratio, but the concept is quite clear.
What happens to the low-pass filter
in such a circumstance? Seemingly, it

in rapid sequence, but still captured
the same way. The fact that the camera shutter is open only a brief time is
a form of sampling, averaging the image over the length of the exposure.

Modern camera sensors
Although we might want to think
of modern and highly sophisticated
electronic cameras as fundamentally
different, they still rely on the effect
that photons have on a sampling medium. The big advantage of electronic
sensors is that they don't require out -

of -camera processing to access the
latent image. Instead they extract the
image, erase the sensor's memory of
the previous integration period and
get ready for another image, all in a
pretty short period of time.
This quantum conversion is criti-

Thomson Grass Valley uses a Xensium CMOS sensor chip in its Infinity

cal to practical imaging. For decades,
chemists worked to make better emul-

has not changed, and any filtering

sions for motion picture film, with
great success. The best films are both

sharp (which one might think of as
sensor density) and sensitive (quantum efficiency). Of course, the chemistry is much more complex than we

mere mortals can understand, as the
shape and size of the grains of emulsion have a huge effect.
In electronic sensors, the chemistry
is no less complicated, and the physi-

cal arrangement of the cells in an array sensor can greatly affect the way
the visible light is converted. Just like
film, it is integrated over an exposure
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camcorder.

tent being sampled. To prevent aliasing, low-pass filters are inserted ahead
of the sensor.
Even more interesting, film is inherently resolution -independent. It
works at SD and HD resolutions, set

cannot be optimized. In reality, however, the number of original samples

as much by optics as anything else.
Electronic sensors are optimized for
one resolution, though interesting
approaches allow processing groups

needed to correct the image data can
be done as part of the management of
the combined pixels in the signal processing and scaling. This moves the
issue from the physical domain to the
abstracted electronic domain.
Television camera sensors need to

of cells into virtual pixels, even if they

store photons - actually, they are

did not exist on the physical sensor.
Thomson, for example, uses a sensor
in some of its cameras that is 1920 x
4320. By grouping cells vertically in
groups of four, it can get 1080 lines

electrons representing the photons
that collided with the sensor. Those

(4320 divided by four). By using

fundamentally, television cameras are
analog devices with digital signal processing on the tail end of the sensor.

groupings of six vertically, it can get

720 lines (4320 divided by six). Of

broadcastengineering.com I October 2008

need to be transported back to signal
electronics, which we often assume

are digital in modern cameras. But

TECHNOLOGY IN TRANSITION
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

This arises directly out of the analog
nature of the light and the lenses used
to capture the scene.
We choose to process digitally for

all the right reasons, including the

for a color camera and 101 for some
cameras made in Europe, carrying ex-

end applications that the limiting
factor is no longer the sensor or the
electronics behind them, but rather
the optics in front of them. Simply
put, diffraction -limited optics can -

tremely high voltages.
A huge improvement came with the

introduction of triax cameras, allowing a simple connector and camera
cables of thousands of feet without
degradation. But HD cameras make

Transmission distances now can
count in kilometers instead of the
meters available seven decades ago,
with no change in signal quality.
flexibility it offers and the ability to

transmit the image over long distances without degradation. Doing
so with HDTV signals in an analog
format would limit high -quality links
to a few dozen feet, and maintaining

quality would be nearly impossible
compared with digital plants. But inside the front end of cameras lurks an
analog core.
Amazingly, modern cameras have
become so ubiquitous that HD cameras for POV applications now cost
less than $2000 with an integral lens.
Chip sizes are even more of a shock in
today's camera systems. Sensors vary
from barely 1/6in to a full inch in size
and even larger for some D -cinema

cameras. Barely a quarter goes by
without a new format's introduction.
Image quality is so good in high -

triax a difficult proposition. With
the introduction of the standardized
SMPTE 311/304 fiber camera cable
and connectors, much was gained.
Transmission distances now can

not match the capabilities of some
of the cameras they attach to today.
As cameras continue to improve in
performance and features, optics

count in kilometers instead of the

will become even more expensive as

practical because of the ability to send

optical engineering is reaching the
point of diminishing returns from

standardized digital HD signals over
standardized media. One might ask
if compression will ever become so
good that we can transmit a camera's
pictures in compressed format with
lower bandwidth, while at the same
time wondering how we will achieve
interconnection of the 8K cameras

meters available seven decades ago,
with no change in signal quality. Even

HD viewfinder return signals are

development.

Interconnection
Also affecting modern camera systems is renewed interest in interconnection strategies. At the World's Fair
in 1939, when David Sarnoff kicked

now in early development for D -cinema and other purposes.
BE

off the first demonstration of live
television in a public venue in North
America, the interconnection was a
few dozen wires with complex signals driving the scanning of the image tubes directly. By the 1970s, the
number of conductors was up to 81

John Luff is a broadcast technology
consultant.

BSend questions and comments to:
john.luff@penton.com

Let Your Media Sing
Built on software proven in more than 200 installations
worldwide, DIVArchive offers mcre functionality and
Choose the global
interoperability than ever before.

team at Front Porch Digital.
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make your media
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reviews.
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Carl Zeiss +0.5 DigiDiopter Band Pro

LiGHTBoX

MultiDyne

Fiber-optic field transport system designed

for field and harsh environment applications where battery -powered equipment is
required; can be linked via tactical fiber cable to the company's DVM-2500, HD -1500,
HD -3000 and HEMC-4000 transmitters;
is fully customizable to offer virtually any
signal compilation; offers support for HD,
NTSC, audio, Ethernet and data.

516-671-7278; www.multidyne.com

Magnification lens is designed to work
in conjunction with DigiPrime and DigiZoom series as well as other professional
2/3in HD lenses; attaches to the front of
the lens for increased close -focus range
and magnification capability; employs an
achromatic dual -lens assembly to minimize color fringing and spherical aberration; features antireflective coating to reduce light loss and flare while improving
transmission for crisp images with saturated colors and accurate blacks.
+49 89 9454849 0; www.bandpro.de

eyeCon

Eyeheight

XStream

EditShare
Shared -storage, collaborative workflow

solution for DI and broadcast workflows;
each 16 -drive chassis processes more than
1Gb/s; allows users to combine multiple

XStream chassis to match the needs of
any large-scale production workgroup
or high -bandwidth content creation facility; provides an open environment for
creative teams to share media regardless
of application and platform; supports
large numbers of SD and compressed HD
video streams or multiple streams of uncompressed HD or 2K video.
617-782-0479

www.editshare.com

NEXIO AMP 2.0

Harris

Web -based system controller allows PCbased control of any module in the company's FB-9E Ether -Box platform; features

Concert v2.0
C.- Cone Cancel ``.

Clear-Com
I
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integral diagnostics that provide instant
assurance that the module under interrogation is fully operational; allows device
communication and control via intranet
or Internet, giving the ability to check a
compatible Eyeheight product anywhere
in the world via TCP/IP link.

11114eee

knee Lee

623-328-5800

www.eyeheight.com
LV5330

iftesrair

Leader

3Gb/s-ready broadcast server features

increased processing power and great
I/O density; supports four HD video I/O
channels; capable of ingesting and playing out 1080p signals; media applications
include NEXIO AMP Logo, an on -air
branding system that allows each play out channel on NEXIO AMP to feature
unique graphic elements and animated
sequences; other applications include
NEXIO AMP ChannelView, a multiviewer

I/O monitoring application, and NEXIO
AMP Track Editor, an audio track and
captioning metadata manipulation tool.
800-231-9673
www.broadcast.harris.corn
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IntegrityCS Series
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Communications system establishes a
single communication environment for
traditional and IP intercom users; links to
the Eclipse Matrix Frame with an E-Que
IP card over Ethernet; can provide backup
communication to the Eclipse by connec-

tion to an E-Que IP card; introduces a
new user interface that includes an Eclipse

panel view, offering users the ability to
participate in Matrix communications
from any Windows PC with a network
connection, including over the Internet.
510-33-6600

www.clearcom.com
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QuStream

1.*F,

Waveform monitor features a 6in integral
XGA TFT screen that makes the unit appropriate for on -camera operation; measures 8.5in x 5in x 2.5in; weighs 2.91bs;
can be operated from mains via optional
universal power supply or from a 12V battery (V-Lok or Anton Bauer); power consumption is 18W; display panel is framed

on three sides by clearly labeled pushbutton function selectors, three rotary
adjustment control and a forward -facing
USB interface; dual auto -detecting HD/
SD -SDI inputs and a switched output are
incorporated.
800-645-5104; www.leaderusa.com
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Line of packaged video and audio processing solutions for video production
and broadcast can handle multiple signal
formats and image and signal manipulation requirements; provides application specific processing in stand-alone 1RU

solutions; includes local control with
menu -driven operation or can control
multiple devices from a single panel connected via Ethernet.
416-385-2323

www.qustream.com

NEW PRODUCTS
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RF Central

RFX-PRX-Il

Tektronix

TG700

Upgrades to the TG700 modular multi format precision video signal generator
include the addition of 1080p SDI signal
generation on a single link; this capability
was added through the new 3Gb/s HD3G7
module, which supports both Level A and
Level B 1080p SMPTE formats; provides

an upgrade path for those who wish to
purchase a signal generator now but add
3Gb/s outputs at a later date.

figured as either HD or SD, each with syn-

chronized audio, video and key outputs
and a built-in keyer for compositing clips
on program video; uses wavelet compression technology and selectable compression ratios to provide high -capacity storage and reliable playout of channel brand-

ing, promos, snipes and bumpers; more

800-833-9200; www.tek.com

TRU-CUT IR-750

Chyron
MicroCiyas
HD/SD switchable graphics server offers
instantaneous clip recall and playout for
live production applications; can be con-

than five hours of HD and 15 hours of SD
online compressed video/key content can
be stored on the system.

Schneider Optics

631-845-2051

www.chyron.com

Portable handheld COFDM monitor/
receiver offers record and playback capabilities via a user -replaceable flash

memory card; ideal for a wide range of
applications, including ENG and confi-

HDV camcorder features a fixed G Lens

dence monitoring; available in 2GHz and
5.8GHz frequency bands; other frequency

system, native progressive recording capabilities and increased sensitivity for low -

bands can be furnished upon request;
equipped with a 5.6in high -resolution

light conditions; uses Sony's new 1/3in

screen.

717-249-4900

www.rfcentraLcom

iStor Networks
integraSuite
Management interface eliminates the re-

Camera filter removes the infrared spectrum from the light path before it reaches
an HD camera's sensors, resulting in more
vibrant colors and true black tones from
both CCD and CMOS sensors; maintains

quirement to manage individual RAID
groups and their LUN configurations;
presents a pool of storage that is eas-

the visible spectrum; its coating meets or
exceeds military standards for durability.

ily carved up into individual customized
volumes, reducing administrative, sup-

port and other operational costs; supports multiple RAID levels across drives;
facilitates flexible storage configurations
by managing integraStor's storage virtualization engine, which can fully use all

drive capacity in a pool of mixed drive
configurations.
888-984-7867; www.istor.com

Wegener

Unity 4600

Sony

HVR-Z5E

a high modulation transfer function in

ClearVid CMOS sensor system enhanced
by Exmor technology; Exmor technology
features a column -parallel analog -to -digital conversion technique and dual noise
canceling, resulting in high -quality digital signals with low noise; G Lens incorporates Sony's optical design and quality
control and has been optimized to complement the camcorder's advanced image
sensor and image -processing technology;
offers a wide 29.5mm angle lens and new
20X optical zoom.

800-228-1254

201-930-7330

www.schneideroptics.com

www.sonybiz.net/hdv
Olson Technology

OTOT-EM55X/OTOT-EM55XL

External modulation transmitters

allow analog, QAM and digital
CATV signals to be transported
over distances exceeding 200km
at bandwidths up to 1GHz and
features two usable outputs;
high-performance model XL is available with DWDM capability that can be tuned to

11111Limm

+/-1 ITU DWDM channel via front -panel controls, offers bandwidth up to 1GHz and
includes adjustable SBS suppression from +13dBm to +19dBm.
209-586-1022; www.olsontech.com

Satellite media receiver now supports
next -generation DVB-S2 satellite demodulation as a standard feature; with its advanced coding and Forward Error Correction (FEC) options, DVB-S2 modulation

provides broadcasters with the ability to
manage inclement weather, satellite service provider limitations and bandwidth

consumption; includes built-in analog,
digital A/V and ASI outputs.

770-814-4000

www.wegenercom

Micro -Sun Gun X2

Frezzi Energy Systems

Ultra -compact, camera -top HMI light has nearly
twice the brightness and battery life of the original; features a dual -power switchable ballast, 1000+
lumen lamp, rapid -on function, 5500K color balance; high CRI color rendering, high-performance
heat sink, specially designed optics for 80 -degree
beam angle for HD and break -away power system
for multiple power options.
973-427-1160; www.frezzLcom
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TALLY

Broadcast Divisi

BLUETOOTH

v j Ll

MAPPERTM

8VSB HD

TIME CODE LOGGING

Tally Routing & Mapping
One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop

Off -Air Receiver

vhirvit'dt.

HRITA

0.1

PoaDt Vi\

Wows

:.

Broadcast Quality
High Definition MPEG-2
HD Decoder (14-45 Mbps)
Input: ASI, 8VSB RF,
SMPTE 310M

Output: ASI, SMPTE 310M,

°?.(26,74

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

Complete
System
$899

SDI, HD -SDI, NTSC, or

YPbPr
MPEG-2 MP@HL compliant

Supports 480i, 480p,
720p, and 1080i

Includes:
Horita TCBTx LTC-to-Bluetooth Tx
PDA-LOG Logging Software

Videoframe

HP IPAQ Pocket PC

Control System Solutions

858-613-1818
www_clveo.com

Tel: 530-477-2000

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

www.videoframesystems.com

Ascent

III Media

I nconditionally Guaranteed!
vv vv vv.horiI i.Coii

We're moving
to expanded facilities
in Mahwah, NJ!

To apply for our team
Send your resume tc:

recruitin ascentmedia.com
broadcastengineering.com I October 2008
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Help Wanted

Ready for your next career challenge? If
you'd enjoy working on groundbreaking,
world -class, technology projects for
some of the media industry's most
prestigious firms, our Systems
Integration group may have a position
for you!
We're Seeking:
Senior Systems Design Engineers
Senior Project Engineers
Systems Integration Professionals
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Business Services

Help Wanted
PROJECT MANAGER

CHIEF ENGINEER

111 LAWSON

Rainbow Network Communications, a Cablevision subsidiary and leading provider of technology and services to the global cable and satellite
broadcast markets, is seeking a detail oriented
Project Manager with experience in project planning and implementation for their state-of-theart Television Broadcast Technology Center in

WANE -TV is :welting a Chief Engineer to assume

architects for the broadcast industry
301 654 1600

www.lawsonarch.com

Help Wanted

Bethpage, NY.

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
888.765-2900
Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

SKY WEB INC..
*FREE CONSULTATION*

Satellite TV S stems

DI R EC T V

FOR RUMNESS'

Corporate Offices

Stadiums
Broadcast Ops - Local Feedback

RF SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION HD UPGRADES
Sales. Design and Engineering Services

1-(888)-759-9321

Candidate will interface with internal Engineering management and external integration teams
to plan, implement, and commission television

production, origination and transmission systems. Responsibilities will indude the development of work plans and timelines of engineering

projects and resources with regards to quality,
schedule and cost.

Ideal candidate will possess a minimum of 5

phone calls please. Send resume to: Alan Riebe,

Interested parties please visit www.cablevision.

Station Manager, WANE -TV 2915 W. State Blvd.,
Ft. Wayne, IN 46808. WANE -TV is an Equal Op-

Cablevision offers a comprehensive compensation
package and is an equal opportunity employer.

lyr old
Contact: Kevin Grice/Omni Media Group
(S8(11 256-4101 for details.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

CHIEF ENGINEER

Univision / Telefutura is looking for a selfstarting, "hands on" television Chief Engineer
with experience in all areas of television broadcast technical facilities. Assist in preparation of
capital and operating budgets, responsible for
equipment purchases, installations, and maintenance. Candidate will act as liaison between
engineering and all other departments, includ-

ing major events and special projects. Candidate must have excellent managerial, organizational, communications and interpersonal
skills. College degree or equivalent industry
training and computer literacy required.
5 years experience in television broadcast
facility

JULIE DAHLSTROM

P 312.840.8436

F 913.514.3684

JULIE.DAHLSTROM@PENTON.COM

Help Wanted
SENIOR/CHIEF ENGINEER

TranslateTV ( reply:jobs*-@translatetv.

com) TTV is growing, need hands on
manager of technical operations with
strong TV, internet and computer skills.
Metro DC area.

satellite communications. Practical knowledge
of electrical, plumbing, HVAC and basic construction techniques are important. Candidate
must be able to design, install, and document
new systems as we progress through high definition production and pursue new media avenues
through digital distribution. Technical degree in
Electrical Engineering or related field or equivalent level of experience. SBE Certification is preferred. Candidate must have 5+ years experience

maintaining modern broadcast equipment. No

portunity Employer-M/F
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

REOUIREMENTS:
TO REACH INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!

and ensure station compliance with all FCC and
OSHA regulations. The ideal candidate will have
an extensive knowledge of TV broadcast station
systems and integration in a progressive media
environment. Broad RF experience is necessary

must. Degree in engineering field(s) a plus -

Rackmount
Monitor Kits at

Channel 24 DTV PSI
Digital Antenna

department -head level position that requires
close interaction with other departments and
the ability to effectively present information
and respond to questions from managers, clients, customers, and general public. Candidate
must be able to prepare and administer capital
and operating budgets for technical facilities

in areas induding broadcast, microwave, and

jobs and reference req ID #7028BR.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

in Fart Wayne, IN. Position involves technical
planning, project management, staff development, and administrative functions. This is a

years of Broadcast Engineering project management, experience with digital and analog HD / SD
Broadcast Audio, Video and Control Systems, including Video Servers, Automation, Media Asset
& Archive Management, Graphics & Editing Systems, Satellite & Terrestrial Transport Encoding
and Encryption, thorough working knowledge of
MS Windows application environments including
MS Office, MS Visio, MS Project. Full AutoCad
2000 to 2007 experience, strong mathematical,
written and verbal communication skills, ability
to work flexible hours and willingness to travel a

See cost -effective

http://www.flatmonitors.com
Call toll -free: 1-866-484-2454

the responsibility for the technical facilities

Has UHF TV transmitter and microwave
experience.
Is able to multitask under pressure.
Demonstrates strong interpersonal skills
and the ability to interface with all departments.
Understands FCC rules and regulations.
Is willing to work days, nights or week
ends, as circumstances require.
Send resume and cover letter to:
WGBO Univision - Attn: Ana Velazquez

541 North Fairbanks Court, Suite 1100
Chicago, IL 60611
Fax: (312) 467-5848
E-mail: avelazquez@univision.net

ABC affiliate in Phoenix, AZ is seeking a
broadcast engineer. Duties will include preventative maintenance, emergency repair
and installation of video, audio, IT, and HD
equipment, as well as RF systems, including
high power UHF transmitter and microwave.
Understanding of schematics and technical

plan documentation with the ability to update them as needed. Heavy emphasis on
news gathering equipment including, non
linear editing, camcorders, VTR's , wireless
gear, live trucks and monitors. Candidate
should have 3 to 5 years of broadcast TV
maintenance, including news equipment
maintenance and IT (Mac and PC). Valid AZ
drivers license and provide proof of insurability. This job will require driving on mountain

roads ranging from paved city parks access
to rugged rocky road requiring the use of 4
wheel drive vehicle. For full job posting go
to abc15.com. Send cover letter and resume
to KNXV-TV, Human Resources, 515 N. 44th
St., Phoenix, AZ 85008. EOE.

J OBzone

Recruit Retain Explore

The Industry's #1 Job Zone
Finally, a job site created exclusively
for the broadcast industry.
Fdtp://jaibzone.broodcastengineering.com
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Content is king
Reverse compensation will not overcome the
shortcomings of ineffective programming.
BY ANTHONY R. GARGANQ

put the financial geniuses in

than fixing structural problems. The

charge of the asylum, and
they will invariably come
up with the worst of ideas
that favor short-term, bottom -line
results. Of course, this all comes at

At this writing, NBC has just

outcome was a sadly predictable, ever
decreasing, downward spiral into

come off one of its most successful
Olympics ever. NBC's ad revenue

oblivion. The simplistic moral from

for the Olympics telecasts soared

that classic business disaster is to rec-

well beyond $ I billion. Ratings were
at record levels; in excess of 200 million viewers watched the network's

ognize what it is that really needs to

the risk of the long-term fiscal health
of the enterprise. Still in the process
of swallowing the one-time financial
elephant that the DTV transition has
been for local stations, the financial

be fixed, and fix it.

wizards at one major network now

Where would the affiliates be ex-

want to wreak utter havoc on their affiliates by levying a new fee on them
for programming.

pected to find the funds to all of the

coverage of Beijing's closing ceremony. And, despite a major commitment to alternative distribution,
NBC's own audience measurement
activity determined that 90 percent
of Olympics coverage viewing was

sudden begin paying this network

television viewing.

programming fee? By increasing ad-

This all proves the tried and true
adage that content is king. Deliver
the content, and they will come -a
lesson learned long ago by any programming department. No amount
of reverse compensation will overcome the shortcomings and inade-

Fix what needs to be fixed
Such unthinking reminds me of a
meeting I had some years ago with a
then new senior network exec who was

a financial manager, brought in from

outside the industry and placed in
complete charge of a major network's

engineering and operations groups.
At that first meeting, he explained
he couldn't understand why master
control had to spend thousands of
dollars for monitors when they could
simply go out and buy television sets
that were so much cheaper. Responsible at the time for a major manufacturer's broadcast equipment business,
I knew we now had an important new
challenge to tackle!
I am also reminded of what was the
now extraordinary destruction of an
iconic American company, Pan Am.
When the company got into financial
difficulties, it began to sell off assets. It
sold its half interest in Falcon Jets, its
landmark Pan Am building headquar-

ters in New York City and its luxury
InterContinental Hotels chain. Ultimately, it began to sell off routes and
then aircraft. Each asset sale brought
an inflow of cash, and each inflow of
cash was squandered on areas other
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Deliver the content,
and they will come
But back to the issue at hand.

vertising rates in the middle of an
economic downturn? I don't think so.
More likely would be a discussion of
seeing how much more can be cut out
of engineering's budget - along with
everyone else's budget - and cutting
head count at the station.
The life blood of a broadcast enterprise, station or network is advertising revenue. Advertising revenue rises
or falls with the numbers of eyeballs
that are confirmed as having viewed
the message. Clearly, the number of
delivered viewers is a function of two
things: the desirability of the content
within which the messages are interspersed and maximizing the distribution coverage for that content.
The partnership equation between
network and affiliate is content on one
side and distribution on the other. It
would seem that the network's part of
this bargain is to try to produce programming that generates ratings better

than fourth place out of the four big
networks. Several years' worth of consistent last -place ratings do not make
for robust ad revenue generation. So,
instead of looking to affiliates to make

quacies of ineffective programming.
If you are on the content side of the
equation, improving ratings by fixing

the content - rather than imposing
fiscally punitive actions against your
distribution partners - will help the
bottom -line problem.
The affiliates have certainly lived

up to their side of the partnership
by provid ing their part of the bargain - distribution. More recently,
maintaining that side of that bargain has placed incredible strains
on the engineering and capital budgets of the stations' community. If

reverse compensation is going to
be added to the financial equation
that includes network compensation fees and affiliate fees, then how
about another new one? Time for a
distribution fee?
BE
Anthony R. Gargano is a consultant and
former industry executive.

up any perceived revenue shortfall,
perhaps the focus of the network needs
to be a bit more introspective.
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